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Brown Wins In Maryland
Michigan And Maryland Voters
Give Primary Victoriesio Ford
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
Republican voters in Michigan and
Maryland have given President Ford
the victories he needed to slow down
Ronald Reagan's ,clash for the _presi-
dential nomination. Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. of California, meanwhile,
has become the second late entry in the
Democratic race to defeat Jimmy
Carter.
Carter barely made it in Michigan
over Rep. Morris K. Udall.
Ford, loser to Reagan in five of the
last six primaries, got a landslide
victory of almost 2-1 from voters in his
home state of Michigan, bringing some
smiles to the White House for the first
time in a month and leading the
President to observe: "Tonight is one of
the nicest nights Betty and I have ever
had."
The President also defeated Reagan
easily in Maryland, a state where
neither did much serious work. But
Ford still trails the former California
governor in the overall delegate count.
Among the Democrats, Brown did in
Maryland what Sen. Frank Church did
a week ago in Nebraska — made his
primary -debut by defeating front-
runner Carter, although Carter won the
bulk of the delegates because Brown
Two Indictments
Released By Court
Two additional indictments of the
May term of the Calloway County
Grand Jury have been released, ac-
cording to court records.
Jerry White, of Calloway County, has
been indicted for reckless homicide in
connection with an automobile accident
earlier this year which claimed the life
of Jerry Thompson White is on $1,000
bond at this time_
Dorsey Hendon has been indicted for
theft by failing to make required
disposition in connection with alleged
nonpayment to County Clerk Marvin
Harris for hunting and fishing license
His bond was set at $5.000
filed too late to have any delegate
slates.
And in Michigan, Carter won by a
hair over Udall, who has made a career
of finishing second. Udall proclaimed
the close race_a victory and said heis in
the best position to win the nomination
if Carter falters.
The Michigan margin was 2,317 for
Carter, with only 11 rural precincts left
to be counted. Carter, who had led most
of the night, saw a 14,000 vote lead cut
suddenly to almost nothing after a
mix-op in counting and a recheck.
Here is how they stood:
Republicans:
In Michigan, with 96 per cent of the
precincts reporting:
Ford, 672,986 or 65 per cent
Reagan 351,734 or 34 per cent
Delegates were apportioned ac-
Delegate
Totals
WASHINGTON t AP) — Here are
delegate votes by candidate based
on binding requirements or stated
preferences of delegates selected so







Total chosen to date 1,330
Yet to be chosen 9'29
Needed to nominate: 1,130
Democratic:
Carter 712
Udall 274.5 Jackson 222
Wallace 145
Humphrey 51.5 Church 18
— Harris Ii
k, Favorite Son O6
Other 13.5 Uncommitted ,331.5 Total
chosen to date 1,872
Yet to be chosen 1,136
Needed to nominate: 1,505
cording to the vote, and Ford was
leading for 55 and Reagan for 29.
In Maryland, with all the votes
counted:
Ford 94,784 or 58 per cent
..Re,agan 68,916 pr 42 per pent.
Ford won all 43 delegates based on
separate counts in the Congressional
districts.
Democrats:
In Michigan, with 99 per cent of the
precincts reported:
Carter 305,902 or 44 per cent
Udall 303,585 or 43 per cent
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace,
who won in -Michigan four years ago,
ran a distant third with 7 per cent of the
vote; 2 percent were uncommitted;
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington,
Fred Harris, Sargent Shriver and Ellen
McCormack had 1 per cent each.
The delegates were divided
proportionately, and Carter was ahead
for 69, Udall for 58,4 were uncommitted
and 2 were for Wallace.
In Maryland, here was the final
count:
Brown, 283,856 or 49 per cent.
Carter 216,687 or 37 per cent
Udall was getting 5 per cent, Wallace
4 per cent, Jackson and Mrs. McCor-
mack were getting 2 per cent each and
Hai:ris I per cent.
Planners Approve
Preliminary Plat
The Murray Planning Commission
approved a preliminary plat for a
planned development project sub-
milted by Dan Miller last night at the
commission's regular meeting.
The plat calls for multiple d fling
units on a lot in the Stadi View
Subdivision, with about 20 farnil
A public hearing was set on the
the next regular meeting.
In other action, the co
discussed a reported violation on o
Highway 641, North Fourth Street,
where a business is reportedly
operating in a residential section. No
action will be taken until the owner is
contacted, it was ,.•••ided.
LOOK WHAT'S COOKING: A batch of cookies appears imminent as these first and second-grade students at the
Murray State University School wind up one of their special activities classes. From the left, the youngsters are
Elizabeth Oatley, Ami Braun, Mark Dean, Carl Keesler and Ezra Schroder. Looking on is Mrs. Kenny Dean, one of the
many parents who have helped with the program, designed to enable the children to select and engage in activities
of their own choosing.
Special Program Allows Young
Students To Study Interests
For the past three months, 42 first
and second-grade students at the
Murray State University School have
been involved in a special program
designed to give them experience in
activities in which they are most in:
terested and want to do.
Co-ordinated by Mrs. Sandra May
and Mrs. Sue Chaney, teachers at the
school, the program has been followed
for one hour each Thursday and Friday
afternoons since early February. A
number of the parents also have
volunteered their time to supervise
some of the activities.
Divided into groups of seven or eight
youngsters each, the two classes
weekly engage in such activities as.
needlepoint, making bean bags.
making paper airplsnes, cooking and
others of this creative nature
On other days field trips are taken to
local governmental offices and
business firms. Among these visited
have been the Calloway County cour-
thouse, the ambulance service
headquarters and Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
Some of the other classroom ac-
tivities and which University personnel
and students have helped supervise
have included making sailboats,
woodworking, making wooden toys and
taking part in musical groups.
"The p ogram also benefits the
children i4 many ways, such an in-
troducing em to the chemical
processes invoJved in cooking through
the mixing of ingredients and
measuring," Mrs. May pointed out.
"Also involved is the deetsion-making
process. Once a child selects an activity
for the week, they must stick with it to
completion," she added.
Once the groups finish their projects
or activities, the children share their
experiences with one another.
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ALEXANDER HONORED—Murray High Principal Eli Alexander was honored by the Murray High School Band at an
outdoor concert held last night on the MHS campus. Alexander will be taking over as assistant superintendent of
the Murray City Schools next year. The band presented Alexander with a citizens band radio and antenna at the
concert. Stan Photo bv David Hill
Personal Income Shows
Gain Of 10.9% In April
WASHTNGTON tAPt — Higher
payrolls in distribution industries
helped quicken the growth in
Americans' personal income during
April, the government reported today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income increased at an annual
rate of 10.9 per cent in April to an an-
nual rate of $1,347.6 billion. That
represented faster growth than the 9.6
per cent jump at an annual rate in
March.
The latest growth means per capita
personal income in the United States
now stands at $6,271 contrasted to $8,223
in March.
It also means personal income so far
this year is no* running 10.3 per cent
ahead of the first four months of last
year. Personal income increased at 7.9
per cent during all of 1975.
Combined with a reduced inflation
rate during the early part of this year,
the steady growth in personal income
means more money available for
spending by consumers as well as more
fuel for the economic recovery.
Consumer prices in the January-
Mach periocl rose at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 2.9 per cent,
lowest in any quarter since the jhree-
month period ending in June 1972.
Personal income represents all




Artists and craftsmen from
surrounding states will converge on
Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public
outdoor area, June 2$-27 for the 7th
Annual Arts and Crafts Festival.
Set against a pastoral backdrop in the
Environmental Education Center in the
aosithern portion of the outdoor area,
the show will be open to the public at no
charge from 9 a.m. to dusk. Arts and
crafts representing a wide variety of
work will be displayed. The annual
show is sponsored by the Murray Art
Guild and TVA at Land Between The
Lakes.
Music will again fill the air this year
as visitors browse through the unique
exhibits which include cornshuck dolls,
leatherwork, handcarved toys, candles.
quilts, paintings, photography, han-
dmade jewelry, and needlework.
Visitors will be able to watch a
blacksmith at his forge, artists at their
easels, weavers at their looms, and
many other craftsmen as they produce
their products.
The Young Actors Company,
Louisville, will be a special highlight of
this year's festival. The company will
Perform "America," billed as a
celebration of heroes, lore, humor, and
conflicts; a youthful Bicentennial
salute. The Young Actors Company will
perform at the festival in cooperation
with the Louisville-Jefferson County
Bicentennial Commission and the
Actors Theatre of Louisville.
Carolyn Bezenek, Director of the
Young Actors Company. explains the
Performance "as an audience in-
volvement show, encouraging par-
ticipation by members of the audience
in the singing, noise making, and
whatever."
Mary Phyllis Riedley, Louisville
Times Tipsheet. stresses "The
Clear and Mild
Clear and mild tonight, low in the mid
40s to low 50s. Mostly sunny and war-
mer Thursday, high in the low to upper
70s. Friday partly cloudy and continued
war m.
program, which lasts about 45 minutes,
is a celebration of heroes, lore, humor,
and conflict via song, dance, and
poetry.. all beautifully done." And Jane
Marlow Willis, Meade County
Messenger, describes it as "...a really
rousing and patriotic production.. this
is one of those plays that you would feel
great abciut taking the whole family to.
The exuberance of the young people is
overwhelming."
Exhibitors wishing to display in this
year's festival should contact Mrs.
Larry Doyle, 103 South 14th Street.
Murray, Ky. 42071 for preregistration
forms. To encourage creativity and
insure a quality show, only pieces of
original design and craftsmanship may
be exhibited. For additional in-
formation contact Mrs. Doyle at 502-
753-8250 or 502-753-5819, or TVA's Land
Between The Lakes, Environmental
Education Services, 502-924-5602.
received by individuals before
deduction of income and sales taxes. It





Three Murray women have been
awarded certificates indicating
completion of the personal and
professional development program
offered during the spring semester at
Murray State University.
They are: Joanne Cavitt and Doris
Rowland, sponsored by Peoples Bank of
Murray, and Jean Hamra, secretary in
the Department of Purchasing and
General Services at Murray State.
Taught by Mrs. Lanette Thurman,
director of the Personal Enrichment
Center and an assistant professor of
business education, the credit course is
designed to enaW• the student to
identify and enhance personal and
professional success attributes.
Among the topics covered in the
course were interpersonal com-
munication, employer-employee
relations, professional ethics, personal
development, public imagery, and
problem-solving • in employment
situations.
A requirement -of the three-hour
course entitled Business Operations
250, Professional Development, is the
development of professional, personal,
and academic projects.
Mrs. Hamra prepared a procedures
manual that she has proposed for use in
the Department of Purchasing and
General Services as her professional
project, while Miss Rowland designed
an employee manual. Mrs. Cavitt
taught an eight-week class for women
designed to expand personal potential.
The course is Open to both university
personnel and people in the community.
PROFESSIONAL PROIECT — Mrs. lean Hamra (right) discusses the
procedures manual she prepared as a professional project for the personal
and professional development course at Murray State University with Mrs.
Lanette Thurman, instructor. and Dune Shelley. Mrs. Hamra has proposed
that the manual be used in the Department of Purchasing and Ceneril Ser-
vices where she is a secretary-buyer and Shelly is the director.
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-How To Dry Flowers- Subject
Of Lesson By Paris Road Club
The Paris Road
Homemakers Club met
Tuesday, May 11, at one p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Lula
White with the president, Mrs.
Topsy Brandon, presiding.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan gave
the devotion reading from I
Corinthians 13:6. The minutes
and financial report were by
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
The lesson on "How to Dry
Flowers" was presented by
Mrs. Lula White.
Mrs. Barbara White was
elected as president of the
11;
club for the coming year.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Lula White to Mrs.
Della Taylor, Mrs. Ina
Nesbitt, Mrs. Lucille Grogan,
Mrs. Ola McIntosh, Mrs. Mary
Lee Gee, Mrs. Margaret
White, Miss Reble Steely,
Mrs. Blaine White, Mrs. Topsy
Brandon, Mrs. Robbie
Blalock, Mrs. Amy Wilson,
members, and Mrs. Maude
Grogan, visitor.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Amy Wilson
on Tuesday, June 8, at one
p.m.
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To Wed In July
Miss Karen Burkeen
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Burkeen of Murray Route Four an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their!
oldest daughter, Karen, to Allen Driskill of Columbus, Ohio,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Driskill of Grand Rivers Route
One.
Miss Burkeen is a 1972 graduate of Livingston Central High'
School and a May graduate of Murray State University
receiving a B. S. degree in English and journalism.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burkeen
Murray Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Orr of Murra4
Route Four. Her great grandparents are Mrs. Mary Erwin
Murray Route Four and the late Emmett Erwin.
Mr. Driskill is a computer programmer at Chemical Ab-
stract Services, Columbus. He is a 1972 graduate of Livingst4
Central High School and received his B. S. degree in computet
science from Murray State University in December.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Flora Driskill of Grand Rivers
Route One and the late Avery Driskill and Mrs. Lyndell Gain
Long of Mine and the late Henry Gaines.
The wedding ceremony will be held Saturday, July 3 at
p.m, at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
ceremony.
North Fork News -
Denmark Men Attend
Church Homecoming
By Mrs. R. D. Key
May 5, 1976
Sunday was the
homecoming day at North
Fork, and a great day it was.
The Wanderer's Quartet was
the special singing group
along with several from other
churches. The largest crowd
and most food was reported.
Also present were some men
from the country of Denmark
with Bill Neese of Paris,
Tenn., who taped the service
Sunday morning and filmed
outside while the people were
eating lunch. The Denmark
men wanted the tape and film
to show their people this
special occasion. Bro. Phelps
was the speaker.
Douglas Vandyke was
dismissed from Henry County
Hospital Monday and was sent
Tuesday to Methodist Hospital
for further treatment. Bro.
and Mrs. Terry Sills took them
and Mrs. Sills stayed with
Mrs. Vandyke while he is in
the hospital. Adolphus
Brandon, Harold Brandon, R.
D. Key, and Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr visited Douglas
Vandyke at home Monday
afternoon.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Warren Sykes visited Odie
Morris at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital on
Monday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited Mrs. Howard Lee and
Odie Morris in the hospital on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Carlene .Paschall
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Fries
visited Mr and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oche Morris
expressed appreciation for the
Murras Tennis Center, Inc Presents its
Second Annual Summer Swim Clinic
June 1-12, June 14-25, July 12-13, Aug. 2-13
Directed by Shirley Wilferd
8 to 10 Instructors • Classes Limited to 50 Each
All Skill Levels Welcome
Pre-Registration A Must • Pre-Registration A Must
For More Information Call 753-0129
MURRAY TENNIS CENTER, INC.
HWY 641, One Mile North of ,ViurraN
cards from the North is
WMU, visits from Bro.
Phelps, and to all who have
remembered them with cards,
calls, visits, and prayers
during their stay in the
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Elkim
visited Mrs. Ella Morr,
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Myrtie Kuykendall or'
Mrs. Noel Cisson of Fult(1'
Bonnie Kuykendall of Det;
Mich., visited Mrs. Ella
Morris recently.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Odie Morris in Murray
Hospital last week.
Here is a special poem for
May:
"God made a wonderful
mother.
A mother who never grows
old,
He made a smile of the
sunshine,
And He molded her heart of
pure gold,
In her eyes He placed bright
shining stars,
In her cheeks, fair roses you
see;
God made a wonderful
mother,
And He gave that dear
mother to me.
"Candied" pie
if you p;irticularly like
sweet potato pie, try WS-
trick to "candy it Just put
a layer of marshmallows in
the bottom of the pie crust
before adding the filling—
d ur I ng baking, the,y wi
bob io the top and melt,
Thomas
II
Hours: 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.















Women are derided for their
love of daytime soap operas,
but in defense of them, soap
operas surely cannot be
blamed for the increase in
crime as I truly believe is
encouraged by violence seen




peace loving adults until
television is disgusting, but we
wonder what searing effects
such programs are having on
youthful minds eager for
excitement and adventure.
One change has come to
New Concord recently. Our
Concord corner which has
been occupied and beautified
; a year by Mr. and Mrs.
Red Smith who moved here
from Michigan, has been left
vacant again since they
bought the former Ewin
Willouby house and moved.
This corner must give in-
spiration, for all who come, go
away to start a home of their
own, as is commendable.
David Kingins is building a
new house near his father, W.
T.Kingins.
Darrell Mitchell has had a
face lifting done with
. ler and tractors to the
Lloyd Perry farm near
New Concord.
And the Lloyd Albritten land
Breakfast To Be
By B8PW Club
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will have a breakfast at the
Mangle Inn on Thursday,
May 20, at 6: 30 a.m.
An installation service will
beheld and all members are
ired to attend, a club
zokesman said.
7t-1-
Don't bleach materials in a
meal container, metals may
hasten bleaching action and
damage the material.
is being cleared, so life goes on
around here, though business
is slow.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Head
of Georgia vacationed with the
Guy Lovins recently.
As mysterious as the Marcia
Trimble case is the disap-
pearance right here in our own
Calloway County of a grown
young man, Maldie Lee Wash-
burn, weeks ago just after he
had attended services at a
Murray Church.
As Mothers Day is
celebrated in May this poem
comes to mind from
scrapbook.:
a
"To be a mother is to have
walked with sorrows,
Is to have slept with pain and
walked with fear,
Is to have touched a sleeping
child and wondered
Is it fever — or is it hot in
here?
Is to have watched from
windows, waiting, waiting,
Is to have known much hap-
piness mixed with tears.
To be a mother is to have
walked with sorrows
And found the strength
meet the last lone years."
to
MRS. W. P.
There are times when I wish
I had an acre of nice sunny,
level ground, so that I could
plant all the fascinating and
exciting things I see in
catalogues and local nur-
series. That is, if I had some
one to do all the work. But
there are so many plants I
would like to set out. One of
them is Cranberry bushes. It
makes the most delightful
jelly and they suggest that you
serve them fresh with rasp-
berries. Sounds delicious.
Another is an Andromeda
with its lovely panicles of
white. Or an Oxydendrum,
commonly known as Sour-
wood. Or the Fringe tree with
the euphonius name of
Chionanthus. Or the Rainbow
Dogwood that changes colors
with the seasons. Thre is no
end to beautiful plants and like
a greedy child, I would like to
have them all.
For it is such a delight to go
out into the yeard and pluck a
few branches of heavenly
blossoms to adorn the house. I
am so pleased with two porch
boxes of deep blue and white
petunias that just bloom and
bloom, despite the cool
weather and wind. That is one
flower that I would not ever
try to raise from seed. The
seed are so tiny and the little
plants are so tender that it
isn't worth while I just buy
the plants which are
reasonable in price and are





Have you planted your
Easter lily yet? Don't wait for
the leaves to turn yellow. Put
the bulb in rich loose dirt in a
semi-shady place, weater it
occasionally and that is all
that is needed. It will bloom
next spring, not quite as early,
nor will it be quite as large as
the original, but it will he just
as beautiful with the same
wonderful aroma.
With the weather finally
turning warm, we as gar-
deners will find plenty of work
to do. Weeds spring up as if by
magic, grass will drop its
seeds, rain will pack the soil.
fertilizer will need to be ad-
ded, continued mulching must
be done! Sounds awful,
doesn't it? But little by little
we can keep ahead of things
Azaleas have finished
blooming and will need to be
given some azalea food and if
we don't have plenty of rain,
they will need a good soaking
before long. Check your plants
and try to give them the
necessary care through May
and you will find gardening a
little less strenuous during the
hot days of July and August
NEED COOKING TIME
Frozen fish filets and steaks
can be cooked without thawing
if additional cooking time is
allowed, unless they are going
to be breaded or stuffed. In




All Brides Welcome: select your wishes
from our many gifts and help your friends
in choosing your desires from your own
personal bridal selection list! Register your
list in our Hope Chest.
121 By Pa$s 753-J111 Murray Ky.
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Church Ban on Babies
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1976 DyCneAto 7,b44. 7 7 N4.001 90,W
DEAR ABBY: I just read in a local newspaper that a
clergyman urges a ban on babies attending church. After
what happened at our church last Sunday, I have to agree
with him.
Today, parents dress up their kids real cute and take
them to church to show them off, but they don't discipline
them.
One little girl about 18 months old did everything but
swing from the chandelier, and all her mother did was
"shush" her by putting her fingers to her lips. Her brother
(about 8) kept stirring her up by poking her, and the mother
just gave him a few dirty looks.
Another child sitting behind me kept trying to grab off
my earrings. When I turned around and glared, her mother
just smiled. At one point, when announcements were made
over the loudspeaker, there was so much commotion from
kids yelling that no one could hear the announcements.
The minister was disgusted, but he didn't have the
courage to say anything. He should have told the mothers
of those unruly children to take them to the bathroom and
give them a good learning experience!
What do you think? I am ...
HOPPING MAD IN POCATELLO, IDAHO
DEAR HOPPING: I think you're right. Parents who
love their children discipline them And contrary to common
belief, "to discipline" does not mean "to punish." It means
"to teach."
DEAR ABBY: My husband owns a garage, and I keep
his books and send out the bills
There is a ivoman who lives near us who has owed us a bill
for over a year. I sent her one on the first of the month (a
year ago), but she ignored it.
My husband told me not to send her any more bills and
just to forget it. When I ask him why, he tells me to mind
my own business. She works and so does her husband, so
they can't be hard up.
Why do you suppose he doesn't send her a bill?
"SILENT PARTNER"
DEAR SILENT: May be she paid him. In cash.
DEAR ABBY: Re a man who wears one earring. If he
wears it. on Vs laft.aar....itioorut be's available, or "looking."
On his right ear, means he's taken (This is the straight
dope for gay men.)
WEARS ONE ON MY LEFT
DEAR WEARS ONE: I believe that's the significance of
wearing a flower over on ear. (This is the straight dope for
straight girls. Am I right, Hawaii?)
DEAR ABBY: A woman in Montana wrote asking you
why her husband had his left ear pierced so he could wear a
tiny gold earring in it, and you said you didn't know, but
you'd ask.
Well, I know why I wear a little gold earring in one ear.
(It happens to be my right ear, however.) It's to show
people that I am "holy-er" than they.
MANNY IN MANHATTAN
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069.


















Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Riley of Almo announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Sabrinia, to
Roger Leslie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Leslie, also of Ahno.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University.
Mr. Leslie is a graduate of MurrayHighSchool and attended
the Auto, Diesel Mechanic School in Nashville, Tenn. He is
presently employed at Ryan Milk Company.
The wedding vows will be read on Friday, June 25, at seven
p.m. at the Ahno Church of Christ, Almo, Only out of town in-
vitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
Mrs. Sparks Speaks, Magazine
Club Meet At The Hortin Home
Mrs. Harry Sparks
presented an interesting
report on the second part of
"Panorama of Kentucky" at
the April meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the
beautiful home of Mrs. L. J.
Hortin on Lincoln Avenue.
In her talk Mrs. Sparks
covered the -betik on
education, arts and famous
leaders in these subjects by J.
Winston Coleman's pictorial
history of Kentucky.
Mrs. Sparks mentioned the




law schools, faculty decalog,
arts and science, and some of
the early and famous
historians. Ones of special
Mrs. Jan Pigg, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.. Kenneth
Clark of Murray Route
Five, was one of 355 to
receive degrees at Har-
ding College, Searcy, Ark.,
in graduation ceremonies
on May 9. A math major,
she had attained mem-
bership in Alpha Chi
national honor scholar-
ship society and was ac-
tive in intramural
athletics. Her husband,
lames, also a Harding
graduate, is a member of
the faculty and coaching












Save You Up To 50%
1ie#tterial (Occasion, KO.
121 By Pass 753-3111 Murray, Ky.
interest to the group were
Nathan B. Stubblefield of
Murray and a recent one,
Jessie Stuart.
The speaker said the first
newspaper printed was in
1787, and that two antique
quilts are the crazy quilt and
the coffee quilt. Kentucky was
the home of Henry Clary and
many other famous men.
Another thing that Kentucky
is noted for is beautiful
women, fine horses, county
fairs, Kentucky Derby, and
Mammoth Cave.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick introduced
Mrs. Sparks who received her
first degree from Wesleyan
and her Masters from Murray
State University. She was the
first tatty of Murray state fel,
six years.
The scripture reading and
prayer were by Mrs. E. A.
Lundquist. Mrs. John Livesay,
president, presided, with
names being tabled for two
vacancies in the club. They
will be voted on at the next
meeting.
A note of thanks was read
from the family of Mrs. Myrta
K. Owens expressing their
thanks and appreciation for
the book placed in the library
in memory of Mrs. Owen who
was a charter member of the
club.
Mrs. Hortin served a
delicious dessert course with




The Murray Woman's Club
Will hold its general dinner
meeting on Monday, May 24.
at 6:30 p.m., according to Mrs
A. C. LaFollette, president.
Reservations should be
made by Thursday night with
the department chairmen.
The Garden and Kappa
Departments will be hostesses
for the meeting. New officers
will be installed by Mrs. Rex
Benifield, Boaz, past district
governor.
A memorial service for
deceased members will be





General meeting of the
Memorial Baptist Church
WMU will be held at 7:30p.m.
at the church. Also meeting at
the same time will be GAs,
RAs, Mission Friends, as well
as youth and prayer meetings.
A fellowship supper will be at
(>30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship,
First Christian Church, will
meet at six p.m. for dinner
and business meeting.
First United Methodist
Church Men will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 20
BYW of First Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs.
Mike Robertson at 7:30p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Officers will be installed.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for




will meet at the Triangle Inn
for a breakfast at 6:30 a.m.
Women of the Moose will
have their executive session at
seven p.m. and business
session at eight p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
luncheon at 12:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with Mrs. Harlan Hodges as
speaker.
Murtay Chapter of NARPE
will meet at Triangle Inn at
9:30 a.m.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club at
6:30 p.m. with James Dale
Clopton, Cecil Farris, Conrad
Jones, and Henry Fulton in
charge of arrangements.
Thursday, May 20
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
DeVanti's for a ladies' night
out.
Friday, May 21
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
Working hours at the
Greenhouse at St. John's
Episcopal Church for Senior
Citizens will be from 9:30 to
10:30a.m.
Saturday, May 22
Oaks Country Club Belles
and Beaux Spring Scram-
blette will be held at the club.
Saturday, May 22
Members of the Twin
Lakers Good Sam Club will
have open house for their
camping rigs at Tucker T'V lot
on Mayfield Highway 121 just
outside the city limits.
Interested persons may come
by Saturday to see the various
types of camping rigs by the




The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church met Tuesday, May 11,
at 9:30 a.m. at the church
parlor with Mrs. Rebecca
West as hostess.
Fil Boston concluded the.
study of Peter. He was in-
troduced by the program
leader, Mrs„ Harry Sparks,
who also opened and closed
the meeting with prayer.
Twelve members were
present. Announcements were
made and letters of ap-





Bacteria can cause deterio-
ration in the blends of syrt-,
thetic and natural ingre-
dients. Take these precau-
tions: clean cosmetic appli-
cators, brushes, puffs, and
pads regularly; replace caps
and closures carefully and
keep the tops clean. Follow
usage directions.
Jim Doran Conducts Seminar
While On Trip To England
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Doran
have just returned to their
home near Memphis, Tenn.,
from London. England.
The trip was the first of four
consecutive weekly trips
sponsored by Malone & Hyde,
Inc., Memphis based
wholesale grocery firm, for
their customers and em-
ployees. Approximately 200
people are on each trip.
During the week, Mr. Doran
conducted the first of the four
scheduled seminars on the
insurance industry as it
relates to the retail mer-
chants.
Doran was employed by a
retail grocery division of
Malone and Hyde in 1961 after
graduation from Murray State
University. In 1970 he was
promoted to general manager
of Hyde Insurance Agency,
Inc., a wholly owned sub-
sidary of Malone and Hyde. In
February of this year, he was
made president of the agency.
Doran is the son of Mr. and
Jim Doran
Mrs. T. C. Doran of West Main
St., Murray. He and his wife,
Bette Stamps, and their
children, Mark and Karen,




OFFICERS SWORN IN-- Newly elected Murray High PTA officers are shown being
sworn in by Mrs. Clara Hiwnphrey. From left to right the officers are Frances Johnson




The annual meeting of the
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council





delegates and Mrs. Arnold
Watson, secretary, called the
roll of neighborhoods.
Representing Murray-
C-alloway County were Mrs.
Gordon Loberger, Mrs. Peter
Wahley, and Mrs. James
Byrn. Rev. Terry Moore of the
First Christian Church of
Metropolis gave the in-
vocation.
An imaginitive skit of how
egglings observed our
Bicentennial Celebrations
from another planet was
presented by Junior Troop 29
of Paducah. The Flag
Ceremony was presented by
Brownie Troop 138 of Marion.
Officers elected were: Mrs.
Flody Wylie, Paducah, first
vice-president; Mrs. Lewis
Toney, Benton, second vice-
president; and Mrs. T. J.
Alexander, Paducah,
secretary. Thirteen members-
at-large were also elected to
the Council Board of Direc-
tors.
Program recognition of the
Fund Drive in Murray stated
that contributions totaling
$1910 were made to the
Council. Gerald Kelly of
Fisher-Price served as
chairman of the Fund Drive.
Certificates were given to
neighborhoods in recognition
of a five per cent increase in
membership. Murray-
Calloway had an increase of
35.9 percent due to the
organization of seven new
troops in the County. Among
the members recognized for
service to the Girl Scout
program was Mrs. Peter
Whaley who received a 15 year
The Council also awarded
the 1976 Wider Opportunities
to Older Scouts. Javaatti
Dawson and Mitzi Smith 41
attend "Soul Heritage," N.*
York; Carol Ullerich goes Co
Intercontinental Congress '76
in Philadelphia; and Doroia
Renee Yates goes to Summar
of '76, Washington, D. C.
Miss Lilly And Mr. Gardner
Are Honored At Dessert Party
Miss Trudy Lilly, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly of
Murray, and her fiance,
Nelson Gardner, son of Drury
C. Gardner and the late Mrs.
Louise Gillespie Gardner of
Williamsport, Tenn., who will
be married July 24, were
honored with a delightful
dessert party on Saturday,
May 8, from 7:30 to nine p.m.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Humphreys, Hazel
Highway.
This was the first prenuptial
event held to honor the bridal
couple. Guests were received
at the door by Mrs. Hum-
phreys, Mrs. Lilly, Miss Lilly,
and Mr. Gardner.
The home and patio were
decorated throughout with
spring flowers. Each dessert
table was centered with:. . a
candle arrangement loiri
white daisies. A variety:of
desserts was offered the
guests.
Miss Lilly was presented a
- daisy corsage and Mrs. Lilly a
corsage of small apricot ragas.
Twenty couples Were
present for the event hosted by
Mr. and Mrs. Humphreys, Mr
and Mrs. Eli Alexander, Mr
and Mrs. John Ed Scott, and
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Russell
who presented the honored
couple with a set of kitchen
cutlery.
A mature hummingbird
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Tourism is big business in
West Kentucky. If you don't
believe that statement, go back
and re-read the lead story on
the front page of Tuesday's
Murray Ledger & Times.
That's right. Tourists to the
eight-county region referred to
locally as the "Lakes Area"
spent almost $60 million here
during the 1975 vacation
season.
The $59.7 million spending
figure for 1975 was an increase
of 15.2 per cent over the
previous year. Even when we
allow for inflation, that's still a
healthy increase.
Many people return to this
area for their vacation year af-
ter year. They apparently like
it here and recognize the many
advantages of spending their
leisure time in our surroun-
dings.
But there will be many others
who will make their first trip to
our vacation paradise this
year. The way we treat these
tourists — how welcome we
make them feel — will probably
be the determining factor when
they decide on their vacation
spot for next year and the years
after that.
If we are hospitable toward
vacationers in our area and
make them feel "at home"
rather than as strangers, they
likely will return for future
vacations.
Some rules of hospitality that
the everyday citizen of our
community can follow are:
—Remember that the
traveler has been invited to
Kentucky either by a friend or
tourism advertisement and
that you are a representative
host. In most cases a tourist's
first impression and contact
with a native is a lasting one.
—Put yourself in the
traveler's place and treat him
accordingly. Be genuinely
-pleasant, cordial and friendly.
—Be enthusiastic and well-
informed about the local sight-
seeing attractions.
—Do not measure your help-
fulness by what the traveler
buys directly from you if you're
a merchant. If your product is
sold out, don't shut him out, but
give the visitor suitable alter-
natives or direct him to another
store that could provide what
he wants.
—Be attentive; give the
vacationer a chance to talk and
ask questions.
—Find out the visitor's
vacation tastes, then direct him
Bible Thought
Thine ears shall hear a word be-hind thee, saying, This is the way,
alk ye in it, when ye turn to the
right hand, and when ye turn to the
left. Isaiah 30:21.
When v.e listen for God's voice in
our lives he speaks in rolling thun-
der, the quiet of the country, the
hub-bub of the city and in a still
small voice.
Isn't It The Truth
It is not true that all men are equal.
.An equal has no power over an equal
and the realization of that old truism is
what astonishes and appalls a citizen
when he lists all the categories of those
who have power to make him do one
thing when he wants to do
another—which is to say that no than is
equal to the mortgage holder, the
traffic cop, the IRS agent and the wife.
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
to the things this area offers
that he will enjoy. Walk with
him a block, or even farther, to
point the way. Take time to
speak slowly and distinctly
when assisting a foreign
visitor.
--If he is a photo fan, offer to
take a snapshot of he and his
family at a local attraction.
Mahy tourists appreciate this
courtesy.
—Point out, in addition to the
attractions in our area, side
trips throughout Kentucky the
vacationers might make as
they return to their home.
-If you cannot accurately
answer a traveler's questions,
refer him to the local Chamber
of Commerce, Kentucky's
Western Waterland, or the in-
formation center at the Land
Between The Lakes, depending
on the type information he
needs. These three agencies
have access to any information
available on local tourism.
—And always tell the
vacationer you're glad he came
to our area, and ask him to
come back again next year.
And remember, tourism
dollars create jobs for many,
many local residents. These
jobs are a vital part of our
economy.
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AP News Analysis
Ford Back In Victory Circle
By WALTER R. MEAFtS
AP Special Correspondent
President Ford is back in the victory
circle in an up-and-down Republican
presidential campaign, rearmed for the
skirmishes that will point the way to the
last big primary election match in
Ronald Reagan's California.
Ford won at home in a Michigan
runaway, swept Maryland, and
regained his momentum after a suc-
cession of setbacks. In three weeks,
Reagan will be defending his home
territory in the season-ending
California primary.
As Michigan was a must for Ford, so
California will be vital to Reagan, twice
elected governor there.
While the President scored his
comeback, Jimmy Carter's opponents
gained ground in their effort to stop the
Democratic frontrunner short of White
House nomination.
Carter said they can't do it, despite
the trouncing Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jr. of California dealt him in the
Maryland primary.
Carter won in Michigan, but barely.
With only 11 rural precincts left to be
counted, he inched past Rep. Morris K.
Udall of Arizona by only 2,317 votes.
Ford said he was really on the road to
the GOP nomination after his twin
victories on Tuesday with 65 per cent of
the Michigan vote and 58 per cent in
Maryland.
But the road so far has been marked
by twists and detours, for the President
and for his conservative challenger.
And there may be more ahead, with a
dozen primary elections still to come.
Despite Carter's insistence that he
can afford losses and is too far ahead to
be stopped now, he is encountering
unexpected obstacles. It takes




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: PANAMA CANAL REALITIES
Nowhere is the current primary
election campaign doing more to
highlight serious national issues than
on the subject of the Panama Canal.
Continued access to this waterway is
vital to the United States and friendly
nations around the world. It is essential
that the United States not yield its
strategic position in the Canal Zone, as
it has yielded strategic bastions
elsewhere around the globe.
For some years, Americans have
been deeply concerned about the
gradual surrender of sovereign rights
and of national power through the
United Nations and international
agreements in which Uncle Sam ends
up with the short end of the stick. The
highly complex issues of arms
negotiation, for example, are difficult
for the ordinary citizen to capsulize in
his mind.
In the case of the Panama Canal
however, the danger is crystal clear
The negotiations with Panama threaten
a giveaway of territory belonging to the
United States. The issue can be viewed
with great precision.
The fear-mongers, who argue that the
United States should fall back
everywhere around the world, say that
if the USA doesn't yield to the demands
of the Marxist military' junta in power
in Panama that we will be faced with a
guerrilla war. It is possible, of course,
that the Panamanian regime, which is
friendly to Communist Cuba, will
engineer riots aimed at the Canal Zone.
The United States has handled such
riots in the past. It can handle them
again.
In all likelihood, a firm U. S. posture
will prevent new outbreaks of rioting.
The Panamanian leftists are talking of
guerilla war because they believe
Uncle Sam is a paper tiger and can be
intimidated.
The United States should not allow
itself to be intimidated by any nation,
large or small. The tyranny of the weak
can be just as harmful as the tyranny of
the strong. Indeed, it is appropriate to
recall that in years past domestic
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appeasers of Fidel Castro called for U.
S. withdrawal from the naval base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The U. S.
didn't withdraw, however, and the
Cubans haven't dared to attempt to
overrun the small American enclave on
Cuba.
The Panama Canal Zone certainly is
far more defensible than Guantanamo
Bay. Strong U. S. forces long have been
based in the Zone, which is a staging
area for possible peace-keeping
military operations in this hemisphere.
These forces are capable of handling
any guerrilla or terrorist attacks.
It also should be realized that a
continued U. S. presence in the Canal
Zone won't damage America's
relations with friendly nations in South
America, such as Brazil. Argentina,
Brazil, Chile and other Latin nations
have an important stake in continued
U. S. control of the Panama Canal, for
the commodities they produce pass
through the Canal. They don't want
their economies to be subject to the
whims of a Castroite junta in Panama.
One of the tragedies of the postwar
era was Britain's decision to turn over
the Suez Canal to Col. Nasser's regime
in Egypt. It gave the Egyptians
leverage in international affairs which
they didn't deserve and which they
weren't prepared to handle. Egyptian,
control of the Suez Canal resulted in
political closings on the canal, and
severe economic and strategic losses to
the NATO countries in Europe. It is
impossible to argue that the
Panamanian junta would act more
responsibly than the Egyptians.
In the' final analysis, American
liberals insist upon a surrender of U. S
authority in the Panama Canal Zone
because they see this action as sym-
bolic of a reduction in America's power
They want America to retreat into the
status of a second class power -
apologetic towards the so-called Third
World.
The majority of Americans, one can
be sure, not only appreciate that
unhindered transit through the Panama
Canal is a practical necessity for the
United States, but provides evidence of
America's intention to remain the
premiere power in this hemisphere
This is a position the United States has
earned as a result of its strength,
wealth, willingness to sacrifice, and
readiness to lead the fight for freedom
throughout the world. It isn't an ex-
pression of imperialism or jingoism for
the United States to retain what
properly belongs to It and that sy-m.
txilizes its preeminent position in the
Aivericas.
convince wavering delegates that they
should sign up and transform a lead
into a nominating majority.
So, for all the talk of crucial elections,
crises and comebacks, the message of
the primaries could turn out to be that
there Ls no decisive message, and that
the climactic fights will be waged on
the floors at the Democratic and
Republican national conventions.
Reagan remains the Republican
leader in committed delegate strength,
although Ford claims substantial
support among GOP delegates who are
forrnallykricommitted.
Carter is far ahead of the Democratic
field, with nearly half the 1,505
delegates it will take to win the
nomination.
But it now is likely that the primaries
will end with no candidate in either
party in command of a nominating
majority. That points to a season of
maneuver and persuasion as the
contenders try to win over enough
uncommitted support to take charge.
Ford said he had a tremendous win,
one that "is going to play very, very
well all over the United States."
Reagan countered that he didn't think
the campaign had changed much.
Carter insisted he wouldn't be denied
first ballot nomination. Brown said he
was just getting started. And Udall
declared he would keep campaigning
P,001MG Effl
10 Years Ago
Bethel Richardson was elected as a
director of the Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants at the
annual meeting held in Louisville.
Gary Turner, a senior, was named as
"Outstanding Student" at the first
Murray High School Employee-
Employer banquet held at the
..iuthside Restaurant.
Miss Blanche B. Kane died this
morning at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Miss Twila Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cody Adams of Farmington
Route One and senior at Calloway
County High School, has been named as
winner of the scholarship given by the
Kirksey PTA.
Murray State University was
declared the Western Division baseball
champions of the Ohio Valley Con-
ference yesterday. MSU will meet the
winner of the Eastern Division.
20 Years Ago
Armed Forces Day is being observed
in Murray today with many displays on
the court square. The 55th Engineer
Company of Fort Campbell arrived
yesterday and set up their camp iii the
Murray State College gym.
Hal Lee Perry and Gwendolyn Miller
are valedictorians of the senior class of
Douglas High School. Yvonne Skinner
is salutatorian. The commencement
exercises will be on May 25.
Bobby Joe Bucy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Bucy of Murray, has accepted a
position with the Capitol Airlines,
Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Lena Howard of Calvert City
announces the engagement of her
daughter, Lanette, to Billy Payne
Thurman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Galen M.
Thurman, Sr., of Murray.
Mrs. E. C. Parker was speaker at the
meeting of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Her subject
was "Motherhood—Greatest Career."
and would go to the convention with
more delegate support than anyone but
Carter.
These were the numbers they were
talking about:
Michigan
With 96 per cent of the precincts
reporting,
Ford 672,986 or 65 per cent.
Reagan 351,734 or 34 per cent.
The balance was uncommitted.
That meant 55 nominating delegates
for Ford, 29 for Reagan.
Among the Democrats, with 99 per
cent of the precincts tallied,
Carter 304,291 or 44 per cent.
Udall 301,274 or 43 per cent.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace had
7 per cent, 2 per cent were un-
committed, Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington, Fred Harris, Sargent
Shriver and Ellen McCormack got 1 per
cent each.
In terms of delegates, that meant 69
for Carter, 58 for Udall. They were
apportioned on the basis of
congressional district pluralities as
well as the statewide vote.
Wallace had two delegates, with four
uncommitted.
Maryland
With the count complete,
Ford 94,784 or 58 per cent.
Reagan 68,916 or 42 per cent.
That gave Ford all 43 delegates,
because he carried every congressional
district.
On the Democratic side,
Brown 283,956 or 49 per cent.
Carter 216,687 or 37 per cent.
Udall got 5 per cent of the vote,
Wallace 4 per cent, Jackson and Mrs.
McCormack 2 per cent apiece and
Harris 1 per cent.
In separate balloting for delegates,
with 99 per cent of the precincts
counted, Carter had 32, Jackson 10,
Udall 7, and 4 were uncommitted. The
popular vote primary had no bearing on
delegate selection, and Brown had no
delegate slate entered. His delegate
support had to come from uncommitted
Democrats, and from those who ran in
the name of dropout candidates.
Nationwide, Reagan now has 514
delegates in his column, Ford 432, with
383 uncommitted Republican delegates
chosen so far. The nominating number
is 1,130.
Carter wound up with a national total
of 712 delegates; Udall was in second
place with 274.5.
Now the primary procession moves
on to two regional tests, with six states
voting next Tuesday. Arkansas,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Oregon, Idaho
and Nevada are the next contests.
Among them they have only 176
Republican delegates to award, and 179
Democratic nominating votes.
But there is momentum and
psychological headway to be gained by
the winners, whatever the delegate
stakes.
hEARTliNE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and' solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I saw your article on the
proposed Kennedy-Corman National
Health Insurance Plan. (8.31 I feel our
country needs some form of a national
health insurance and I was wondering if
there have been any other plans
proposed for national health insurance.
— B.M.W.
Answer: The Heartline research staff
has found that there have been four
other national health insurance plans
introduced in Congress:
HR I, sponsored by Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore., chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and backed by
the American Hospital Association; S
2470, sponsored by Sen. Russell Long.
D-La., chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, and Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff, D-Conn.; EL- R. 62:22. spon-
sored by former Rep. Richard Fulton,
D-Tenn., who resigned his seat in
Congress last summer to become the
mayor of Nashville. and backed by the
American Medical Association; and H.
R. 5990, sponsored by Rep. Omar
Burleson, D-Texas, and backed by the
Health Insurance Association of
America.
In future columns, Heartline will
write articles covering the major points
of each of these proposed national
health insurance plans.
Heartline: I am 47 and was recently
retired on disability from the company
where I worked for the last i8 years.
Since I was found disabled by the
company, would I also be eligible for
Social Security disability benefits? —
B.B.
Answer: The fact that you meet your
company's disability requirements
does not necessarily mean that you will
be found disabled for Social Security
The Social Security disability law and
the rules your company uses may be
different. To find out, you should file an
application with Social Security. The
report of any examination you un-
derwent in establishing disability for
your company's retirement will be
considered in determining whether you
are eligible under the Social Security
program.
Heartline: I am 67 years old and I
have been a widow for over two years.
Now I am lonely and have quite a lot of
time on my hands. I have seen where
you have a Pen Pal Club for people. Can
you tell me where to write for
this.
Answer: Heartline has developed a
Pen Pal Club for people over 50. This
was developed by the Heartline staff to
help America's elderly combat the
problem of loneliness. For complete
information write to: Heartline-
America 60 Club, 8514 N. Main St..
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline gives you helpful in-
formation in the free leaflet, ''Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to HEARTLINE, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Let's Stay Well
Using Youi Own Blood
BY F. Blaghlgarne N't-D
In case you are going to need a
blood transfusion, your own
blood is the safest you can
receive
Self-transfusions lautologous)
.ere not new. but the procedure is
being re-examined by physi-
cians. blood hankers and the
public
In spite of the meet accurate
blood matching. adverse reac-
tions from another person's
blood (homologous transfusion)
occur. with about 5 per cent of
these reactions being mrrferate
to WWII'
1)1SeaSe fran a donor is a
possibility, such as from one who
has had viral hepatitis
,Fears hal mounted among
hcspotals, hionAtanks and physi-
cians regarding malpractice
suits which may arise became of
same untoward signs or
symptoms following a
homologous transfusion Al)
responsible parties involved are
now exceptionally aware of the
problems of bkxxl banking in the
collection, storage and handling
of Norxi
Children and adults who are in
need of elective + nonemergency)
surgery may have their blood
drawn and banked for their use
at the time of their operation.
Blood can be banked for most
procedures by routine up to 21
days It can be kept by special
methods and freezing for a much
longer time
Depending on the health of a
person and his blood count,
blond may be drawn (one to four
pints) over a three-week period.
Blond lost form a hemorrhage.
+ruptured spleen, eclopte preg-
nancy etc may N. collected
and filtered so that it can be
given hack to Ow person who
IrKt it
If the blond which has been
drawn in anticipation of use at
surgery is not needed, it can he
placed in the blood hank to he
Wed by others in emergency
sit uat ions
It is well to discuss with your
physician the possiblity of using
your own blood if you are in
need of elective surgery that
may require a transfuskin
Q Mrs. V's- states Mat her
daughter. who IS pregnant for
the first time, has been told by
her physician that all is satisfac-
tory for her to have a normal
delivery. He explained that he
routinely makes an incision in
the vagina when the baby's head
is about to he delivered The
prospective grandmother wants
to know if such cuning is needed
and if it will affect her
'daughter's sex life.
1 A An incision lepisuitomy/ in
one side of the hack portion of
the vagina iperineumf is nften
routinely done in the delivery of
a first baby to prevent an un
controlled tear which may be ir-
regular and extend even into the
anal orifice An epsiotom,y is
done to reduce scarring and to




lamination If the baby is small,
if the skin and vaginal wall
stretch adequately and if labor is
slow, some physicians reserve
decision about an episiotorny to
the last moment. allowing deliv-
ery without an incision if possi-
ble An episiotomy has rin ad-
verse effect on a woman's sex
life An episiotomy is a relatively
minor surgical procedure. and
its use will depend on the judg-
ment of your daughter's physi-
cian
Q Mr PT 'desire; facts on the
(effects of safety in industry on
the death of workers Ls progress
being made"
A According to the National
Safety Council. the accident
death rate in industry in the
l'ruted Stairs during 1975 was
the lowest in history dropping to
12400 from 13,400 in 1974 This is
a significant improvement
which all coonerneri miet strive'
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Mon thru Sot. 7-9
Sundays 12 - 6:30
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Showboat
PORK 8. Beans 141/2
BISQUICK s. .20 oi• 49C






TISSUE..  4 R.H73°
MARSHMALLOWS. 49'
Red Hawaiian
PUNCH 46 01 49"
Gerber Strained Baby
KITCHEN BAGS 30c, $159 SLOPPY
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 5-25-76






SLAW' 10 oz. Bag
1110E.S59




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Some outstanding per-
formances were turned in
Tuesday afternoon at the
Murray High track as the
boys' and girls' track teams
from Murray Middle School
hosted the top athletes from
the three county elementary
schools.
In the boys' meet, Murray
Middle won 63-45 over the
Lakers while in the girls'
meet. Murray had a much
easier time by winning 77-21.
Because of water in the pit,
the long jump was not held in
,ither the boys' or girls' meet.
Perhaps the most im-
pressive performance on the
day came in the girls' 880-yard
run where Murray Middle
Named Commissioner
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
(ling Kentucky High School
Athletic Association Com-
missioner Tom Mills has been
named commissioner by the
Board of Control and given a
four-year contract. Mills
'loved into the job last year
,,hen Joe Billy Mansfield
became ill.
The board also voted
Tuesday to make soccer as a
fall sport again. It had been
made a spring sport two years
ago
Elected president of the
KfISAA, to serve from July
1176 -to-July 1977, was George
Sauer, principal at Louisville
Manual High. North Hardin
Principal Ray Story was
ekded vice president.
School seventh grader Claudia
Billington blistered the field in
a superb time of 2:44.5.
Billington got stronger and
stronger and coming off the
final Z20 yards of the race, hit
her second wind and kicked
into high hear and held the
pace all the way to the finish
line.
Her time is better than any
of the 880-yard times turned in
by the varsity girls at Murray
High and Calloway and if she
were in high school, she would
have easily qualified for the
State Track Meet.
In fact, her 2:44.5 probably
rates as the best time in the
state for a non-high school
performer.
Also having an outstanding
afternoon for the Tiger girls
was seventh grade sprinter
Tammy Campbell.
Campbell ran away from
everyone in the 220-yard dash
and finished in a sparkling
time of 29.1. She made it a
double by also winning the 100-
yard dash in a fine time of
12.4. She also participated on
two winning relay teams,
bringing her four first places
on the day.
Including legs on winning
relay teams, there were three
other Tiger girls who par-
ticipated in two first-places.
They included Dana English,
Yvette Foster and Grail
Redden.
In the field events, there
were several fine efforts. In
the shot put, Tammy
Frankhouser of North
Calloway took first with a
superb effort of 28-81/4, using a
high school shot put.
In the discus, Traci Wells of
Murray Middle, using a
regulation high school discus,
threw 81-6 which would earn
her a place in most of the high
school meets.
Another good effort in the
high jump was turned in by
Mina Todd of North Calloway.
She cleared 4-4 in the high
jump and in a high school
meet, that would also bring
her a place.
There were a group of
outstanding performers in the
boys' meet also.
Larry Kirks of East
Calloway won a pair of first
places. Kirks captured the
mile in a fine time of 5:44.3
and he made it a double by
winning the 880-yard run in
2:33.6,
Nicky Swift of the Tigers
won two events and took place
on two winning relay teams
for a total of four first places.
Swift captured first in the 100-
yard dash with an 11.2.
An oddity was that Swift
also won the shot put with a
throw of 40-51/2. In track, it is
very unusual to find a person
who wins in both the sprints
and the weight, field events
Also in the field events,
Bradley Wells had an out-
standing 124-9 to win the
discus. Including the relay in
which he ran, Wells had three
wins. His other individual win
came in the 220-yard dash
where he was clocked in 26.1.
Including the relays, Brian
Gray had three first places to
his credit and Randy Garland
had two.
Charlie Wells, running the
event for the first time ever,
was clocked in 59.4 to win the
quarter, just nipping team-
mate Nick Hibbard.
Based on some of the results
of the meet, it would be safe to
assume„ that in a couple of
more years, high school track
in this area will be very
strong.
Following are the complete
results of the meet:
Boys' ItosiEts
shot put: 1 Swift (d) 2. Scott (C)3
Childress C 40-P1.
discus. 1. Garland (81) 2. Childress
iCi 3.Scott (Ci. 124-9.
high jump . 1. Barnett (C) 2. B. Wells
M ) 3. Smith Cl. 5-4.
100-yard dash: 1. Swift (M) 2. Emer-
son C I 3. C. Wells (Mi. 11.2.
60-yard low hurdles) S. Graf! (M) 2.
Bequarth I M ) 3. Overby f C I. 9.4.
220-yard dash: 1. B. Wells tMt 2.
Emerson (C) 3. Reed M ). 26.1.
880-yard run: 1. L. Kirks (C ) 2. Morton
Mil Cook (C).
ND-relay.: I. Murray (Reed, Gray,
Swift and B. Wells) 2. Calloway number
one 3 Murray number two. S2.2.
440-yard dash: I. C. Wells (Mi 2. Hib-
bard (Mt 3. McCtuston (Ct. 59.4.
80-yard low hurdles: 1. Overby (C) 2.
Gray kMi3 Brown (C). 12.4.
880-relay: 1 Murray (Swift, Garland,
Gray said B Wells) 2. Calloway number
one 3. Murray number two. 1:49.4.
mile-run 1 L. Kirks ICI 2. Barber
Mi 3. Schanbacher Mi 5:44.3
Girts' Results
shot put: I. Frankhouser i 2. Wells
3. Todd Cl. 28144
discus: 1. Wells (M ) 2. Outland MI 3.
BumplusiMi.814.
high jump: Todd ( CI 2. Tucker C) 3.
Simmons M 1. 4-4.
100-yard dash: 1. Campbell (81) 2.
Foster MIS.! Ticker (C). 12.4.
60-yard low hurdles: 1. Redden I MI 2.
J. Billington (Il) 1. Ue Miller (C) and
Wakeland (Ci. 10.0.
220-yard dash: 1. Campbell (M) 2.
McGehee (M) 3. Cappe(C). 29.1.
80yard run: 1. C. Billington (M) 2.
Miller CS. Weaver M).2:44.5.
440-yard relay: 1. Murray (Foster.
English, Shuffett and Campbell) 2
Murray number two 3. Calloway mintier
one. 57.6.
440-yard dash: 1. EnglishIM) 2
Walston-44443. Cole (MI. 71.2..
88-yard low hurdles: 1. J Billlngton
Mi 2. Redden Ml 3, Simmons (M
132
880-yard relay) 1. Murray (Foster.
Jones. Campbell and Spann) 2. Murray
number two 3. no place. 61.7.
,WHITEWALL SALE
Sawe ihis Week On All 13 Sizes .-.,,,......, - ..-, ,
Of GoodlearPoiter Streak9
--- ‘-',





A78-13 with trade 1 . 1 F78-14 or 15 $31.28,:-.:- G78-14 or 15 $34.73
'Power Streak'...Goodyear's I 15 635.42L78-15 $39.88Best-Selling Bias-PlyTtre Plus old tire and $1.75 to $3.08 TE.T., •
depending on srre. :
.... .. • .... .....  -.•:-
-•:' 4filleHH-G oodyear Values At Eyerday Low Prices! ,....
I he Steel Relied Radial You've Seen On Netliori. 117 •i..
1 usmin Polysteer Radial Steel Cord Belt -,Whitman aPrice Whitewall Price 
s
95 DR78-14  $53.04 HR78-15 $67.04 
• Steel Cord Belt
HR78-14 $65.44 JR78-15 $69.52 ly
• Radial Ply
Poester
hA78,13tewall GR78-15 , $62.36 LR78-15 _,.. $72.60 Cord Bodywi -A
with trade Pius old tire and $1.98 to $3 47 F E T . depend ng on size.
Rain Check- 8 ;lays to Buy
If we sell out of • Cash • Goodyear
G 0 OD sio y1101411".. Revolving Charge • Ouryour size we will EA R Own Customer Credit Plan
issue you a rain • Master Charge
check, assuring fu- • BankArnericard
• American Express Menettore delivery at the 
Card • Carte Blancheadvertised price. • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Store,.
Due to nationwide strike, the tire you want may not be available at your
retailer. He will provide you a raincheck to assure you of our advertised
price on your tire as soon as it is available.
.ngine
. 
1,11be,Oil & Filter Front-End r,. .
$888 
Up to 5 qts. of major
brand 10. 30 grade oil. 
Alignment lime-Up
• Cowie), .inalysis and align- • Our mechanics electronically
ment correction - to increase tire fine-tune your engine • New
• Complete chassis mileage and improve steering points, plugs & condenser • Test
lubrication, oil change safety • Precision equipment. charging/starting systems, adjust
d l used by experienced mechanics. carburetor • Helps maintain aan fiter helps ensure a precision align- smooth running engine •• In-: • Helps ensure long , men! dudes Datsun. Toyota. VW A
_, ..- illy wearing parts & smooth, light trucks.I .
mirr, II . ....---,1, , quiet performance
-- • Please pt honet for
• Includes light trucks
.1:1 any U.S. made Car 
$88
541 $4 for IAsk for our Free Battery Parts extra if needed 92 tor air coedi. ,
Power Check Excludes front-wheel drive cart T4 Less for cars with electronic Ignition
,
, GOODYEAR SERVICE\ STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St. 315W. Broadway GOO Jefferson 100 S. Stateline
Murray, Ky. Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
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SUPER DAY It was a super day for Bradley Wells (42) of Murray Middle. Wells wins the 220-yard dash here with a fine 26.1
and he participated on two winning relay teams and took second in the high jump. To the right of Wells is Gary Emerson (34) of
East who was second and behind Wells is Cary McClure of North who was fourth.
TRUCKIN TAMMY - Murray Middle School seventh grade track star Tammy Campbell scored a pair of impressive double wins.
Here, she crosses the tape in 1/.4 to wM the 100 yard dash_ On the right is Yvette Foster (331 who was second ond in the middle
is Teresa Tucker of fast who was third.
Staff Photosb Mae Broodier,'
Robinson's Homer Does
It To Cardinals Again
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Home runs can be either a
surprise or a shock - it
depends which side you're on.
Bill Robinson surprised not
only himself but just about
everyone else in the ballpark
Tuesday night when he
blasted a three-run homer in
the ninth to help the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates beat the St.
I,ouis Cardinals.
To tell the truth, he really
wanted to bunt.
-I'd tried bunting and that
didn't work," said the Pirate
outfielder.
St. Louis relief ace Al
Iliabosky forced Robinson to
swing away after getting two
strikes on him.
"Hrabosky is a power pit-
cher; he throws a lot of
fastbills," said Robinson. "It
seems that as hard as he was
throwing, that was as hard as
I was swinging and trying to
hit it. When I had two strikes
on me, I just said, Well, if I
strike out I'll still be happy.'
(But) home runs always come
when you don't expect them.
didn't think the ball was going
to go out."
Hrab•asky admitted it was a
mistake pitch.
The pitch was just where I
didn't want it," said the left-
hander known as the "Mad
Hungarian" for his flam-
boyant manner.
Dodgers 5, Reds 0
Rick Rhoden fired a three-
hitter for his first major
league shutout and had three
hits and Joe Ferguson
slammed a thre-run homer as
Los Angeles beat Cincinnati,
Rhoden scattered threP
A WIN FOR THE TIGERS Graff Redden of the Murray Mid
dle School girls' track team displays her form as she wins the
60 yard low hurdles
4
singles, walked four and
struck out three for his third
victory of the season without a
loss.
The Los Angeles right-
hander broke a scoreless tie
with a run-scoring double in
the fifth inning, only the third
hit off loser Jack Billingham,
4-3. An inning later Steve
Garvey doubled. Ron Cey
walked and then Ferguson
slugged his fifth home run into
the center field pavilion.
Braves 3, Astros 2
Jim Wynn's run-scoring
single in the 10th inning
provided Atlanta with its
victory over Houston. Dave
May led off the Braves' 10th
with a double to right-center
field off Houston reliever Mike
Barlow, took third on Jerry
Royster's single into center
and scored when Wynn's hard-
hit grounder bounced off
Houston shortstop Roger
Metzger's glove into left field.
Padres 7, Giants 6
Dave Winfield hit a one-out
double and scored on Fred
Kendall's force-out grounder
in the llth inning, lifting San
Diego over San Francisco.
Winfield doubled with one out
off loser Randy Moffitt, 2-2,
and, after Doug Rader was
walked intentionally, Kendall
grounded to Speier. His throw
to second forced Rader but the
relay to first was late and
Winfield, running all the way,
beat Willie Montanez' throw
home. Butch Metzger, 4-0, got
the victory in relief.
Palmer Still On Course
In Attempt To Set Mark
MANILA AP) Golfer
Arnold Palmer took off
through a lightning shower
into the fringes of a typhoon
tbday to keep his red pep-
permint-candy-striped small
jet on a record-breaking
course for an around-the-
world flight by an executive
jet.
panions left Manila after 60
minutes on the ground during
which the veteran golfer
chatted on the telephone with
President Ferdinand E.
Marcos, golfer, too; was
garlanded by pretty girls, and
serenaded by a mandolin band
playing Filipino folk tunes.
"We're right on the 60-hour
situation right now," said
Palmer, referring to his goal
of making it around the world
in 60 hours, including time on
the ground.
The goal is well within the 86
hours and 9 minutes logged by
a business jet around the
world in 1966, the standing
record
Palmer headed for Wake
Island, 3,000 miles further east
of here.
He would have to pass over
the Marianas where seven
children and three women
were killed Tuesday in a
landslide triggered by a
tropical storm at Truk Atoll.
However, Miguel Campos,
agent who sells the Learjet
aircraft Palmer is piloting,
said the aircraft should be
able to pass over any storm at
41,000 feet.
He said Palmer left with a
100-knot tailwind, which
should help him make up some
of the four hours lost on the




Robert "Boots" Widener o
Medina, Ohio, upset Jay Haas
of Wake Forest University 1-
up in the second round of the
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BRIGHT FUTURE The most outstanding effort of the track meet came in the 880 yard run
where Tiger seventh grader Claudia Billington won in on outstanding time of 2 - 44.5 Had she
been in high school, that time would have easily qualified her for the State Track Meet
i Staff eholia Ix Max Bawd.,
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (API
— Peggy Freeman, 16, of
Jefferson County Ballard, led
the field entering the second
round of the Girls' State High
School Golf Tournament today
at the L&N Golf Club.
Freeman, who shot a 38-43--
81 in the wind-blown first
round Tuesday was followed
closely by Sherry Carpenter,
16, of Jefferson County
Eastern, who had a 41-41--82
over the par 35-36--71 course.
Two strokes back in third
was Notre Dame Academy
freshman Julie Zembrodt with
an 83.
Co-favorites Tennye Ohr of
Estill County and Denise Lyle
of Jefferson County Fern
Creek, who battled for second
place in a sudden death
playoff in last year's tourney,
were in the No. 1 threesome
Pro Playoffs
At A Glance
















Winnipeg a Hous,n, if nec-
essary
Sunday, may 30
Hous-on a- Winnipeg, if nec
essary
Tuesday, June 1
Winnipeg a - Hous•on, if nec
essary
Pro Basketball At A Glance





fios'on 94, Cleveland 87, BOS-
Orl wins series 4-2.
Tuesday along with Frances
Tuttle of Franklin County.
Ohr finished with an 84, Lyle
an 85 and Tuttle an 88.
Freeman, who finished
second in regional play behind
Denise Lyle of Jefferson
County Fern Creek, said the
wind and course were no
problem. Her only problems,
she said, were "in my head."
"I knew I was leading going
into the back nine and I could
see what the three in front of
me Ohr, Lyle and Tuttle )
were doing," she said.
"1 shouldn't have paid any
attention to them but when
any of them would mess up I
would relax too much and
when they did exceptionally
well I would try too hard."
"Tomorrow, I know I'll have
to just play the course and not
think about anyone else," she
said.
Carpenter said she was
'real pleased" though she had
trouble with the greens. "They
were difficult to read—a lot
faster than they looked," she
said.
Ohr also said the greens
title Bout Set
ROME (API — European
middleweight champion
Bunny Sterling of Britain will
put his boxing crown antake
against Italian challenger
Angelo Jacopucci in Milan on




— Top-seeded Manuel Orantes
of Spain beat Mike Cahill of
the U.S. 6-0, 6-4 in a second-
round match in the $100,000
International German Tennis
Tournament.
STRAIGHTEN THOSE KNEES! — Bradley WeNs just did gat
them straightened in time as he deers 5-2 in the high temp.
Wells, on eighth grader at Murray Middle, took second to
fasts Steve Barnett
were more trouble than tht
occasionally blustery wind.
"The wind didn't rea1.1
bother me at all," she said. I
was hitting well but I had
putting problems.
"I played here yesterday
and did all right, but this
morning they cut the greens so
today I was reading them
wrong. When I would expect
them to break left they would
break right."
Defending state champion
Ballard had the lead in team
competition with a 367 and
Estill County followed with a
375 in the 16-team field.
Major League
Standings




18 10 .64 —
15 14 .517 31/2
13 14 .481 flVy






16 13 .552 1'
15 17 .469 5
10 16 38.5 7
California 13 23 361 9
Tuesday's Results
Milwaukee a- BaT (more, ppd
rain
innings 
BosonYork 11, Cleveland 6, 16
Bos•on 5, De•roi• 3
Kansas Ci7y 3, Texas 1
Chicago 5, California 0
Minneso'a 4, Oakland 3, 11 in
nings
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee (Colborn 2-3) a'
Bal - imore (Cuellar 1 3), (n)
New York (R. May 2-1) a
Cleveland (Dobson 3-41, (n)
• Boson (Jenkins 2-5) a7 De
- roi• (Robers 3-1), (n)
Oakland (Torrez 4-3) a7 Kan
sas Ci'y (Spli-orff 2-3), (n)
Minneso'a (Blyteven 3-2) a'
Chicago (Vuckovich 0-11, (n)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Bovon a' New York, (n)
Oakland a• Kansas Ci•y, (n
. California a- Texas, (n)





W L Pct. GB
19 8 .704 -
Pi -5 19 12 613 1
New York 20 14 588 1
Chicago 14 18 438 7
Mon• real 12 17 414 8
Louis 14 20 .412 8
West
Los Ang 21 13 618
Cincinnaj 20 13 .606 '
San Diego 17 15 .531 3
Hous•on
A• Ian - a 
16 70 444 6
12 22 353 9
San Fran 11 23 324 10
Tuesday's Results
San Diego 7, San Francisco 6
11 innings
Chicago a- Mon -real, ppd
rain
Philadelphia a' New Yor
ppd., rain
Pi-Sburgh 4, S.. Louis 1
klarra 3, tious'on 2, 10 in
flings
Los Angeles 5, Cincinna'i 0
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia (Chrivenson 3
1) a• New York (Lolich 24),
(n)
Chicago (Burris 1-4) a' Mon.
real (Fryman 42), (n)
Pi-•sburgh (Candelaria 3 2)
S. Louis (McGlo- hen 4 3),
In)
Houvon (Cosgrove 1-2) a:
San Diego (Spil)ner 1 51, In)
oVlan'a (Ruliven 4.4) a' LOS
Angeles (John 1 2), (n
Cincinna•i (Alcala 20)a San
Francisco (MorrefuSco 4 2), (n)
Thursday's Games
Pi -sburoh a- 5' Louis
Mous-on a San Diego
Philadelphia a- New York
Cincinna i a - San Francisco
Chicago a' Mon•real, (n)

















"Just another Tuesday night
in Cleveland, that's all,"
chortled Coach Tom Heinsohn
of the Boston Celtics, a smile
brightening his usually dour
face.
"Our poise was the dif-
Easy Winner
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Brewers Mac went wide
at the three-quarters pole and
coasted home some two
lengths ahead of late-closing
Queens Rajah in the featured
sixth race Tuesday night at
Midwest Harness.
The winner, owned by Tom
l'etrick, covered the mile in
2:09.4. Favored by the crowd
of 1,450, Brewers Mac
returned $5.60, $5.00 and $3.20.
Queens Rajah paid $7.00 and
$3.60, and D's Crystal Ball was
good for $5.60 to show.
ference. We had chances to
get blown out several times,"
Heinsohn reflected of his
team's 94-87 triumph over the
Cleveland Cavaliers that
propelled Boston into the
National Basketball
Association finals for the 14th
time.
The Phoenix Suns are the
Celtics' next target Sunday in
an ironic twist. Charlie Scott,
a member of the Suns last
season, was Tuesday's hero.
"The single play of the
game was Scott's steal," said
Heinsohn.
Scott. who teamed with
fellow guard Jo Jo White for 49
points, picked off Campy
Russell's pass intended for
Austin Can. He drove un-
molested for the deciding stuff
shut and an 88-85 lead with 11/2
minutes left.
For Scott, often maligned
for his defensive weaknesses,
it was a dream come true.
HOME OF BETTER VALUES
FOR OVER 58 YEARS
"I've wanted all my life to
make the NBA championship.
It's my biggest thrill. It's
fantastic," he said after
scoring 20 points.
"When we came into the
locker room," said Heinsohn,
"the guys were happier for
Scott- than for themselves.
Charlie has taken more jazz
for so long, it's indecent. He's
done everything I asked him."
So now Scott goes against
the Western Conference
champion Suns, the team that
traded him to Boston for Paul
Westphal last year.
How does he like his new
team's chances against his old
club?
"You should ask how do you
like Phoenix' chances against
Boston. I like the Celtics'
chances against anybody," he
responded.
A horde of writers kept
asking the fourth-year, man
from North Carolina to
OUTDOOR DAYS ... that special time of the year for relaxing and enjoying nature.
Stop by today and see your OTASCO man for all your camping and fishing needs.






5 WAYS TO BUY AT OTASCO:
CASH • OTASCO CREDIT • LAYAWAY









Ski Rope. 75-ft. Single


















describe his steal. Scott
patiently obliged, saying:
"Carr came out to get the
ball. I was overplaying him
and denying him the pass. He
was killing us down the
stretch. I knew that made it
three points, they couldn't
catch up with the basket. It
put the pressure on them."
Carr, brilliant in reserve
with 26 Cleveland points, sat
chagrined in front of his
locker, muttering, "He came
off a pick. I didn't see him. He
got between me and the ball.
That was it."
Bill Fitch, the NBA C,oach of
the Year supposedly headed
for the Los Angeles Lakers,
bristled over questions about
it. "I'm not much for talking
about those things. I have no
discussion of my future.
That's been true in my six
years here," he snapped.
Boston eliminated
Cleveland 4-2 in the best-of-
Double wall insulated. for
Hot or Cold liquids. 59 359
JER 600 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
"ces Good Through Saturday
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391
5 5 .70 OD
' We Service What We Sell"
ASSORTED
seven series, but Fitch wasn't
overly impressed after White
had scored 29 points, Dave
Cowens 21 and Scott 20.
"I wouldn't take anything
away from the Celtics," he
said, "but if we had Jim
Chones ( broken toe I when the
season ended, we could beat
anybody. Boston got by
playing one good half
tonight."
Coach Resigns
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP) --
Eastern Michigan football
Coach George Mans has
resigned in a surprise move
after serving for two seasons.
The 35-year-old Mans made
his decision known Tuesday in
a letter to Athletic Director
Albert E. Smith.
Mans served as an assistant
at Michigan Tech and the
University of Michigan before
he went to Eastern Michigan
two years ago as head coach.
LURES
Choice of 36 of the most popular styles of










Perfect for camping, fishing and general out-
door use. 19 icio!.






Polyethylene body and liner, 1299
foam insulation. Complete
with food tray and drain
59 170 9 -
— • — -
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THANKS, i NEEDED THAT -- Barefoot Debbie Wokelancl of East Calloway takes the baton front
Mina Todd of North Calloway in the 440 reioy *oh elond tied for third in the low hurdles while
Todd had a win in the high jump.
(Stet Plsotos by Mike trisnolon)
Mayfield Leading At
State Golf Tournament
FT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Mayfield was penalized four
strokes but still had a 315 total
and an eight-shot lead over
Jefferson County Seneca
entering the final round of the
Boys' State Team Golf
Tournament today.
Seneca had a 323 in the
opening round Tuesday,
followed by Bowling Green
with a 324, Paris with 325,
Lexington Henry Clay with 326
and Louisville Doss with 327.
Louisville St. Xavier
finished the first round over
the Anderson Golf Course at
Ft. Knox in 329 strokes, while
Danville took 330 and Mason
County 331.
Covington Catholic, Mid-
dlesboro and Russellville had
first-round totals of 333.
Mayfield was nearly
disqualified but the State
Tournament committee
discussed alleged infractions
against the team and decided
on a four-stroke penalty.
Two strokes were assessed
against player John Stanley
and two against the team.







an incident on the sixth hole
when Stanley, who shot a 79,
declared an unplayable lie,
picked up his ball, dropped it
outside a sand trap and took a
two-shot penalty.
The rules specify that in
such a case the ball must be
dropped back into the sand
trap.
Mayfield's Robert Creason
and Jeff Boyd topped
Stanley's 79 with 75s while
Frank Hawkins had an 82.
New House Committee
To Work On Baseball
By TOM SEPP
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON iAPi — A
new special House committee
formed to investigate
professional sports can be
expected to begin work almost
immediately, with an em-
phasis on baseball.
Rep. B.F. Sisk, D-Catif , will
be the chairman of the 13-
member committee which
probably will include Reps.
Frank Horton, R-N.Y., and








Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
May 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
South 12th Street
Alf yr. Rohr. r and adult. ()oor {W. • -
,fletnn.daals woo la roily —tieOr, o.kior",-No amah d'omr ko.'" Amahod Orr+
formo.nal r.nrrr•ot. I pner• - -nor rrlomon llow moor ark." addlomul p.m ollhmal sr
rom.nah4er mon. 0...ramrod rework..., srdirhamon nom, mdratrird. No
handl in, clsovr
Horton was co-chairman of
an ad hoc congressional panel
seeking the return of baseball
to Washington, and Long is
from a state where officials
want a baseball team for the
New Orleans Superdome.
Passage of the legislation
creating the committee came
quickly Tuesday evening as
congressmen, anxious to
adjourn for the day, cried out,
-Vote! Vote!" while Sisk and
his Republican counterpart on
the floor, John Anderson of
Illinois, attempted to explain
the details of the legislation.
In less than 10 minutes, and
on a voice vote with no
dissents, the measure was
approved. An hour had been
allocated for debate.
Sisk had told .the House
Rules Committee that the new
special panel would look into
such problems facing baseball
as the sports exemption from
antitrust laws, court decisions
that have eroded the reserve
clause and tax matters af-
fecting the owners and player
contracts.
On the floor, in answer to a
question, Sisk again brought
up baseball's antitrust
exemption by saying: "They
are private enterprise but are
permitted to do things under
law not permitted other
businesses."
The new committee will not
have any funds for staff or
office space. According to
Sisk, it will use personnel from
the Library of Congress and
the General Accounting
Office, the research and in-
vestigative arms of Congress.
The new committee, which
will expire at the end of the
year, can hold hearings and
subpoena documents. Any
legislation it recommends will




of a formal House committee
conducting hearings on
legislation affecting baseball
could put additional pressure
on the club owners to provide
a team for Washington.
Canadiens Honored
MONTREAL i AP) -- The
Canadian Senate has formally
congratulated the Montreal
Canadiens for beating
Philadelphia in the National
Hockey League's Stanley Cup
playoffs.
The Senate action Tuesday
followed by a day similar
congratulations from
Canada's House of Commons.
Sen. Gordon Sullivan said
the Canadiens "demonstrated
to the public at large, and
particularly to the American
public, that hockey as the
Canadiens play it is the way
we want it to be played
'Yankees Erupt For Five Runs In 16th To
Post Win Over Indians, Bosox Win Again
By ALEX SAC HARE
AP Sports Writer
Billy Martin said the big
play came in the 10th inning.
Frank Robinson said there
shouldn't even have been a
10th inning.
The New York Yankees,
trailing 6-1 after eight innings,
erupted for five runs in the
ninth, then came up with five
more in the 16th to beat the
Cleveland Indians 11-6
Tuesday night in the longest
American League game so far
this season.
Sandy Alomar and Thurman
Munson had two-run singles
for the Yanks in the ninth and
Lou Piniella finally snapped
the tie with a two-run single in
the 16th. But the big play,
according to Martin, the
Yankees' manager, came in
the 10th when, „with two
numers on base, New York
third baseman Graig Nettles
dove to his right to knock down
a line shot off the bat of
George Hendrick and turn it
iato a forceout.
Robinson, the Indians'
skipper, took a dimmer view
of the matter.
"We shouldn't even have
been in the 10th inning," he
said when asked about the
play by Nettles. "We should
have been in the ninth and
then in the clubhouse."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Boston Red Sox
beat the Detroit Tigers 5-3,
the Kansas City Royals
defeated the Texas Rangers 3-
1, the Chicago White Sox
blanked the California Angels
5-0 and the Minnesota Twins
edged the Oakland A's 4-3 in 11
innings. Milwaukee at
Baltimore was rained out.
The New York-Cleveland
game was one inning short of
the St. Louis Cardinals' 17-
inning, 4-3 victory over the
New York Mets April 19, the
longest game in the majors
Sparky Lyle, 3-1, pitched six
scoreless innings of relief to
get the victory in the four-
hour, 28-minute marathon.
Indians starter Fritz
Peterson, staked to a 5-0 lead
In the first three innings, tired
in the ninth. With his team
ahead 6-1, Peterson allowed
two singles to start the inning
and was relieved by Dave
LaRoche.
Red Sox 5, Tigers 3
Hick Miller, getting a
chance to play regularly
because of Fred Lynn's
shoulder injury, drove in two
runs with a bases-loaded
with two out in the ninth inning
to lift Boston over Detroit.
The Tigers had rallied for
three runs in the bottom of the
eighth — their first runs in 31
Innings — to tie the game.
Royals 3, Rangers 1
Amos Otis hit his seventh
home run of the season to tie
Cleveland's George Hendrick
for the American League lead
and Al Fitzmorris scattered
seven hits to raise his record
to 5-0 for the Royals, who
moved into first place in the
Western Division,
White Sox 5, Angels 0
Bart Johnson stifled
California on three hits to
record his first complete
game of the year and his first
victory since his initial ap-
pearance of the season. Pat
Kelly belted a three-rwi
double for Chicago, and Bucky
Dent drove in the White Sox'
other two runs.
T,wins 4, A's 3
Dan Ford singled home
pinch-runner Steve Brye in the
Ilth inning with the winning
run for Minnesota. Twins
starter Dave Goltz went all the
way, scattering seven hits.
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4 inch Wall Brush and 1%, Inc
Angular Sash Brush
5 PIECE PAINT ROLLER
Et TRAY SET
44
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Gives a rich, velvety flat finish to wails
and ceilings. Easy to apply, won't drip,
dries in just 30 minutes. Fully washable,











Protects like an oil paint, yet it's
latex! Resists blistering, smog,
stains. Dries fast. 30 "Jamestown
Colors" & White!
SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH OUR "EASY TO APPLY"
LATEX PAINTS NOW ON SALE....FOR ALL YOUR
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR PAINT JOBS!
LATEX
FIAT ENAMEL

















Looks like a paint; protects like a
stain. Won't hide texture of rough













It's new! It's different! Looks like a flat...washes
like enamel! E-Z Kare is the "wash 'n wear" finish
perfect for every room, especially where children
play. For walls, ceilings and woodwork. Available in









Resists fumes, blistering, etc.
Low-sheen hides surface irregu-




LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT - Fully wash-
able, high hiding flat. Easy to apply. Dries
fast. Water cleanup. White & Colors.
WHITE CEILING LATEX - A bright,






Our finest semi-gloss for walls and
woodwork. Super scrubbable. Resists
moisture and soiling. High hiding, dries
fast, water cleanup. Ideal for kitchen,
bathroom, halls, etc.. In choice of 48














Easy to apply. Dries fast. For sid-
ing, fences, picnic tables, etc.
WE OWN 3 LARGE TRU TEST PAINT
FACTORIES TO GIVE YOU FINEST QUALITY
PAINTS AT LOWEST PRICES1
Murray Home & Auto Store


















































































































































































Look in the section in whicl.
your birthday comes and unit
what your outlook is, accorclinv
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some planetary restrictions
Don't depend on the promises of
others and don't make ar-i
binding agreements yourself
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day of surprises'. A favor
you recently bestowed is ampls
repaid and, in job matters
something of importance
decided in your favor
GEMINI n4x-,t
( May 22 to June 21)
Your judgment still some-
what "off." Forget your most
ambitious plans for the moment
and concentrate on routine.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ISC.4
Stay in the groove. Don't take
anything for granted even
though all seems well. Inves•
tigate all situations thoroughly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
A fine day for achievement;
also for making new contracts
You may even have the op-
portunity to cash in on au.
avocational
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 119‘ik
Your perception especially
sharp now. In all matters
depend on your own judgment
not that of others.
LIBIFLA
Irk-%
nASept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Be certain of what is expected
of you. Don't go off "half-
cocked" on assignments, rely-
ing on guesswork or hoping for
miracles. Protect properties.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVeV
You may get a lot of off-beat
ideas. Put them right out of




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) -tc
Good Jupiter influences
encourage both routine ac-




Dec. 22 to Jan 20) 1414
Hold off on maklng decisions
and commitments until you are
sure you have all the facts, and
do take into ..onsideration the
various dispositions and tem-
peraments of those involved in
your activities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
=4A
Be careful what you read into
this day. It has fine potential,
but all things must be handled
with discretion.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 )(
Don't fret if lack of ready
cash temporarily delays the
launching of a pet project
There's no hurry.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
humanitarian at heart and have
been endowed with the gift of
healing as well — which makes
you a "natural- for medicine,
nursing and work in institutions
dedicated to helping the sick
and needy. However, you have
many other talents and may
choose an entirely different
career rather, than the
aforementioned. It is prac-
tically a certainty, however
that no matter what occupation
you choose, you will devote
many hours to either an
altruistic or philanthropic
cause. You have a great affinity
for the outdoors and all living
things; would excel as a
botanist, horticulturist or
veterinarian. Real estate is also
a fine outlet for your talents
Other possibilities for a
satisfying career: the law,
writing, music, the theater
Birthdate of: Honore de Balzae.
Fr. novelist; Jean L. Agassiz,
naturalist.
Sour cream is today's most
sophisticated dairy food and
as far as I can determine, it
originated in Central
Europe—a product of hard-
working people of the Old
World. People in the Slavic
nations, particularly, love
sour cream. It also qualifies
as a low-fat product, only 30
calories per tablespoon.
=ED
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Pretty 100% PO:y print




For easy living, slip
Into a smart pomne ot
gauze. Assorted pat-










Soft knit tot) with rib
stripe and skivvy
neck. Assorted col-
ors in small, medi-
um, large.
REG. 10.97




















tie 'n* • ‘-0.--nt.neeriernen....,,
1 RE. 1.66
\ Fun-lo.ing short sleeve














Sub-totals, gives credit balance,
and has 10 key operation.
3 Days Only.







New portable electric type-
.witer allows new speed























D functions and 5 mem-
Dry keys. Uses one 9
vo't -battery.
Full recording and playback system com
plete with 2 mi-
crophones on stands. AM/FM radio. Deluxe Garra
rd re-
cord changer. Stereo stand no! incl
uded.










Playability and durability wc-
a low cost Leather grip at




















Register each time you 
Armourare In the store for the
$100 gnien away each weekCash Last Winner Josephine Futrell
•Nothinq to Buy •No Cords To Punch •All You Do Is Register Each TimeAre In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 14• rn•
New Contest Starts Thursday Morning
•F:mploNe.es of Packets and their F arfl, Liible to w.in•!!,kdults only may ulster• You do not have to Ito win.
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Hypothermia An Inherent Danger In Early Spring Water Usage
FRANKFORT, Ky.—While
Doug Shoulders, director of
the Division of Water
Enforcement in the state
Department of Tran-
sportation, was being in-
terviewed for this story, one of
his assistants Mterrupted to
report the drowning of a
fisherman at one of Ken-
lucky's lakes.
According to the in-
vestigating officer, the
assistant said, the man's boat
hit an underwater obstruction
and capsized.
While one occupant made it
to shore safely, his friend
swam no more than 50 yards
before slipping beneath the
surface of the lake and
-disappearing.
The accident was typical of
one of the most subtle dangers
involved in spring boating and
fishing—hypothermia.
"When the air is 60 or 70
degrees in the spring, the
water temperature is only
about 42 degrees, and most
people aren't concerned about
it," said Shoulders, "although
they should be because
hypothermia may kill them if
they fall overboard.
"When a person falls in the
cold water, the shock im-
mediately causes the victim to
gasp for breath, making it
hard to keep water out of his
mouth and increasing his
chances of drowning,"
Shoulders explained. Then the
phenomenon called
hypothermia sets in to further
reduce the chances of sur-
vival.
Body heat is absorbed by
water 20 times faster than by
air, causing the skin tem-
perature to drop within three
degrees of the water tem-
perature in two minutes,
Shoulders explained.
After that, the circulation
slows, making it difficult to
swim, and the brain becomes
confused due to the lack of
oxygen. Death by drowning
frequently follows.
Shoulders pointed out that
recent studies show that even
the strongest swimmers
rarely are able to swim more
than 200 yards when the water
is close to freezing.
Should a person find himself
overboard in chilling water,






Baby Girl Helmes (mother
Emily A.) 1208 Melrose,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Eurie Garland, 316 S. 9th.,
Murray, Miss Debra L.
Stallons, Rt. 4, 1st. St., Cadiz,
Mrs. Ruby M. Jones, 201 S.
12th., Murray, Master Scott
W. Rodgers, 308 Franklin Dr.,
Paris, Tn., Master Owen R.
Henderson, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Lucille L Smith, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mr. Homer Charlton,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Avenel]
White, Rt. 2, Hazel, Master
Cameron G. Roberts, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mr. Edward E.
Owens, 811 Bagwell Blvd.,
Murray, Mr. Eddie R. Adams,
1712 Holiday, Murray, Mrs.
Gwen Harris, Rt. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Kathy A. Cope, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Edith L. Ellis,
719 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Vergie E. Miles, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tn., Mr. Robert L. Crawford,
Box 418, Murray, Mrs. Eula
M. Crawford, 1627 Hamilton,
Murray, Mr. Noel R. Melton,
507 S. 7th., Murray, Mr.
Donald W. Woods, Rt. 1, Box
107A, Mansfield, Tn., Mr.
Curtis Bauldin, Rt. 1, Box 243.
Kirksey, Miss Ethel Paschall,
836 Hurt, Murray, Miss Willie
M. Morton, 834 Hurt, Murray,
Miss Rhoda E. Humphreys
(expired) 400 N. 5th., Murray,
Mr. Michael Bonner (ex-
pired), New Concord.
Kelly Buxton loves to travel.
Vie went to technical
school and became
an electrician
so she can get a
good job
wherever she goes.
Kelly Blizton didn't like the
work she did. so she learned to do
the work she liked Yee can do the'
stone. There are over one million
technical opportunities available
in this country right now,
Send today for your free rec-
ord and booklet. "You Can Be
More Than You Are" by Tony
Orlando and Dawn
bet, son,* great music
and find out him yon can start a
'right, new career by (pine f,,
,echnical school
Careers
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remember is not to remove
any clothing. "It will help
conserve your body heat and
give you extra buoyancy as
well," Shoulders explained.
If rescue does not appear
likely and the shore is near, a
person had better swim for it,
Shoulders advised. "But, if the
shore is far away, it is best to
await rescue. Swimming
increases the dissipation of
valuable body heal" •
Shoulders said treatment of
a victim of hypothermia is
critical and listed these
procedures to be taken im-
mediately after rescue:
—Wrap the victim in warm
blankets and summon medical
assistance at once.
—In milder cases, remove
the victim's wet clothing, dry
him without rubbing the skin,
On — —
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wrap him in blankets and
place him in a sheltered spot
until the doctor arrives. His
own body heat should be
enough to warm him.
—If the victim is un-
conscious, outside sources of
heat are essential. In severe
cases, remember that the
vfctim's core body heat will
continue to fall even after he





treatment is a hot bath, just
slightly warmer than body
temperature. Don't try to take
his clothes off first. Put him
into the water with his trunk
immersed and legs and arms
sticking out so they won't be
damaged by rewarming too
quickly. Keep adding water to
maintain a constant tern-
perature until the doctor
arrives.
—If the victim is not
breathing when rescued,
artificial respiration should be
given at only half the normal
rate, to compensate for a
slowed metabolism.
Of course, says Shoulders,
the best way to prevent
hypothermia is to stay out of
the water in the first place.
But at the same time, he also
explained how it is easier to
take an unexpected dip in the
springtime than many people
might imagine. The biggest
danger is lowered water
levels.
"The Army Corps of
Engineers reduces the water
levels in most of the state
lakes as a matter of routine
each fall—some by as much as
•
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40 feet," he said.
This can make last sum-
mer's favorite cove or channel
a spring trap full of hidden
stumps and 'rocks that can
easily capsize a boat.
"The boater must be
careful, or that unexpected
dip might happen to him, even























Modern, functional design Can be placed on a
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900 Watts of drying power 5 attachments Dries









Battery Electric 3" drusinic speaker Al' cord
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LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and
Hydrex Water Pills at






Please make o note of


























Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366.
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-
way 94. Open 6 days, 12
noon-8 p.m. Closed
Fridays.













of rental space available at
2nd and Poplar Streets
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp., Murray,
Ky., Phone 753-3342. -
Roikrof safe It fact vitt'





pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 -t- $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax
750xI6 - 8 ply $37.39 -4-





Starting on May 26,
1976, RAMONA
SWIFT, beauty
operator will be em-
ployed at



























Needline. . . 753-NEED






3 h. p. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 h. p. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn
5. lost And Found
FOUND BRITTANY







Box 188 AY, Albany, MO
64402.
WANTED SOMEON4 to
keep 6 years old child in





spices and extracts. Has





Harold Brinkley, P. 0.
Box 1645, W. Memphis,
Ar:. 72301.






and include 3 references
















WANTED: CIA 8i MET.
Immediate openings.
First and second shifts.
Phone or send resume
to: Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital, P.
0. Box 410, Princeton,











force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing: Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in our suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn




SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.








complete resume to P.
0. Box 382, Murray, Ky.
42071.
ALTERATION lady
needed 5 days per week.
send resume and phone
number to Box 144,
-Murray.
11 Insurance























13. For Sale Or Trade
RECONDITIONED


















15. Articles For Sale
MILLIONS OF RUGS




K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
5000' WATTS Khroter
power plant and two
10,000 BTU roof mount
air conditioners. For








OLD BRICK ON pallats.
Call 753-6475.
WELL KEPT CARPETS
show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
DOUBLE LADDER rack
with storage bin un-
derneath, for utility
truck or pickup. $100.00.
Also Snap-on duels, like
new, tires and rims, size
16.9" x 28". $500.00. Call
753-7545.
TOMATO STAKES, also















and books. TV or
record stand $10 00
G E Child phonograph,
VO 00




If interested see at






34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" -39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -
41.57 + 3.47 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Parlii,_
Tenn.
USED 20 FT. oak rafters,
used barbed wire, used
fence post, used scrap
lumber. Phone 753-5856.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.





and 2 chairs with lamp
table, black and white T.
V., electric range, 11 Ls'




after 2:00 p.m., 753-3378.
TWO TWIN SIZE mat-
tresses, box springs and
frames. $45.00 One set of
Collier Encyclopedias,
one set of Children's




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
20 SP , Equipment
8' POOL TABLE with
accessories, good
condition. Best offer. 45
lb. Shakespear bow. Call
753-5923.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple












MOWER, two row Ford
pickup planter. J. T.
Taylor Route 4, Murray,
Ky. Phone 753-4922.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing







1971 RUNABOL T, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct
ONE 14' SEMI Vee






bass boat, Bill Dance
pro model. 1972






condition. $3,000. Can be
inspected at Hughes &
Gregory IA* Offices,
204 South 6th, 8:30 a.m. -









organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lanardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The










A [Oro r • e home treat-
ment for Termites













Plastic put under house.







i' ICelley's Termite& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Flies Poaches




ONE PHILCO 12,000 BTU
air conditioner. $75.00.
One 35mni camera with
13.5 mm lens, One pocket
scanner, has antenna
and adapter. $50-00' Call
753-7429.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beets or campers.






1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7232
WOULD LIKE TO
TRADE pony for calf
Also for sale 1946 pickup
truck, set of drums,
beagle dogs for PIP°




Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers, Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
TWO BRASS BEDS,
Duncan Phyfe dining
room suite, 8 piece. One
English grandfather
clock, one antique solid
walnut organ, Starcraft
camper Stardust 8. Call
753-3139.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim, $54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
quality, $10.99 per bale.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn
21. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
ATTRACTIVE 1972
Homette 12 X 60, located
in town, anchored,
underpinned and fur-
nished, plus central air,
washer and dryer. Call
753-9364.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
28. Heating 8 Cooling
6,000 BTU AIR Condition.
$75.00. Call 753-1358.
ONE TON AIR con-
ditioner-that reverses to
heat. Brand new. Call
753-9232.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.








12 X 60 AND 10 X 55
trailer. See Brandon Dill
at ,Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance or 413
Sycamore Street. No
phone calls.
NICE 10 x 50 all electric,
air condition, $90.00. per
month. Call 489-2596.
30. Business Rentals
GARAGE for rent. Call
436-5560.
31. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.







Dr. New York, NY 10027.
WANT TO RENT house




outside of Murray. Call





large dog. Call 767-2753.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-



















furnished. 1414 Vine St.
VACANT-NEAR CAM-
PUS furnished apart-
ment. $90.00 month. Call
753-8333 or 753-7671.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED brick
home one mile from
city. Call 753-8681 or 753-
7850.
FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE with 2 baths.
Large lot, North 7th St.
$165.00 per month Call
753-5561.
HOUSE-Sublet for
summer, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, walk to campus.
$250 month, includes
bills. Call 753-5906 after
5.
37. livestock - Supplies
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 1,12 and sia blood
Simmental and Maine-
Anion bulls. All bulls
ready for service, also
42 blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with 1/4
blood calves at side.
Broadbent Farms,






BIRD CAGE for sale,
almost new. Call 753-
6564.















lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
40. Produce
STRAWBERRIES are
still here for another
week. Best berries of the
season. Three miles
East of Tr -City, Ky. on
Highway 83. Watch for
signs. Hoyt F. Adams,
phone 382-2360.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE 2.2 miles off
of East 94 on Pottertown
Rd. Avon bottles, large





YARD SALE Saturday 22
of May from 9 a.m. to 4







Saturday 21, 22nd. 9
a.m.-? Lots of good
clean men and womens
clothes, bottles, old







This week chest freezer, stove, washer, glass
door safe, poster bed, table, metal cabinets,
dressers. Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table and
chair, Aladdin lamp, wardrobes, garden tiller,
wicker table and four chairs, oak chairs, gypsy











'College Farm Rd. Nice
clothing, all types and
sizes. Cheap
material,portable T. V.
Two fans, lots of odds
and ends. Rain or shine.
GARAGE SALE Thur-
sday and Friday, 8 a.m.-
dark. Many items to
choose from. 1718 and




Sale, 808 Sunny Lane,
Friday and Sat1urday,
May 21 & 22, 3 piece
Ruby dishes, dinner
bell, 9' fly rod, wood
portable Singer Sewing
Machine. Embroidered
bed sheet with bolster
cover, good clothes and
many attic articles. 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
BRING YOUR DOG ana
children to see this one.
Brick and frame 3
bedroom home on 21
completely fenced
acres. 12 tillable acres, 2
farm buildings, 2 ponds,
and double garage.








this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide'water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the ,Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real





Lynnwood Subdivision. Three bedroom brick;
central electric heat and air, range, dishwasher,
dryer, back yard enclosed with chain link fen-
cing featuring patio and aluminum qorage
building, $29,900.00.
ss.
lakeway Shores: Mohogany siding, pella win-
dows, cedar shake roof, three or four bedrooms,
central electric heat and air, walkout basement,
two fireplaces, carpet, completely equipped kit-
chen, canal at backdoor. $45,500.00.
1714 Ryan. Three bedroom brick, one and a half
baths, storm doors and windows, carpet, drapes,
excellent location near university. $27,000.00.
Off Pottertown Road. Two bedroom, 1973 mobile
home; large shaded lot; septic tank. $8,000.00.
Hoyt Roberts 753-3924 Edna Knight 753-4910
Ray Roberts 436-5650 Lela Porker 753-6086
T. C. Collie 753-5122 Anna Requarth 753 24 77
Pat Arnsstrong 436-2174
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FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Are you looking for
country living, 31/2 miles
from town? I have
several beautiful 3 acre
lots for sale at the
corner of the Squire
Workman and Ezell Rd.,
east of Murray. Call
David King at 753-8355
or 753-8356.
90 ACRE,S 8 miles from
Murray on Elm Grove
Rd. Has good tobacco
barn, 30 acres cleared
and tillable, 35 acres













heat and air, largt
wooden deck-patio, 2 car
attached garage. Just
listed and priced in the






U4/11 yo• see I hill 14111113/411.1
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se, neer hlordin her tau




If yes wort to woke noweery
logy tea 2 lasireses frame
is aka 1st sad si• veer owe





HAVE HOUSES will sell -
Three new 3 bedroom,
brick homes with 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpets, built-ins in
kitchen, one with
oversized 2 car garage, 2
with 1 car garage. Two
have 1575 sq. ft. living
area and one1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four




44 Lots For Sale
LOTS ON KENTUCKY
Lake, Haywood Vista,
off Highway 280. Route 1
no. 280, Pineville, Ky.
40977.
Invitation To Bid
The Murray Natural Gas System and City of
Murray, Kentucky, will receive bids for the con-
struction of a metal warehouse building until
12:00 p.m on the 28th day of May, 1976, at the
Gas System Office, City Hall Building, Murray,
Kentucky, at which time bids will publicly be
opened and read aloud. The project consists of
furnishing materials and constructing a
warehouse. All necessary labor, materiaLs,
equipment, tools, and services required for com-
plete installation shall be included in the base
bid. Alternate bid consists of furnishing
materials required for complete construction
and delivery of materials to construction site.
Proposed forms of Contract Documents, in-
cluding plans and specifications, are on file at
the Gas System Office, City Hall Building, 5th
and Poplar St., Murray, Kentucky. The City of
Murray reserves the right to reject any or all
bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
1 ,..---solid ho 1* d decorating'Taal-Z:01ot S. 6th. GoodReaso phL . 1,
jacent 
oppop )yfrillAucco with ad-
a e me potential
Inve
6330.00 onth.
Beautifully decorated by professional decorator,
5-room rustic frame with quality appliances in-
cluded. Priced low, centrally located.
Home, shop building and trailer space rental in-
come all in one package. Double-wide trailer,
garage and extra trailer rental space located
just off 94 East. Ideal spot for auto clean-up shop.
Beautiful brick with frame trim located on
scenic lot on Greenbrier in Westwood Sub-
division. Has attached apartment rented for
$140.00 per month. Picture-postcard view from
redwood deck in backyard. Very low priced for





•• •OPEN! •• •
• Discount Stereo ' ••
Center ••at 
•
309 North 16th Street •







It's Easy to Buy Stereo's, •
from some stores, but hard
to get service. 












44 Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LAKE
Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana,








Owner will finance on
land contract, $400.00
down, balance 8 per cent
interest for 36 months.
Payments would be only
$63.00 per month.
Contact KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main, 753-
1222.




Kirksey. 106 acres of top
farm land and timber,
$850 per acre. Phone
Paducah 442-0245.
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE TWO
BEDROOM home with
23 acres on Highway 121,
home has been com-
pletely redecorated and
remodeled. Really

























BRICK, central air and
heat ( gas), all kitchen
built-ins,(4vasher and
dryer, la ge family
room, 11/2 baths, patio,
gas grill, fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet street. Call 753-
1888 for appointment.
BY OWNER-Canterbury.
Large 2 story colonial
home with 4 bedrooms,
21/2 baths, on well lan-
dscaped lot. Gas heat,
less than 4 years old.
Priced in upper forties.
Call 753-4186.
THREE BEDROOM










Only 900 miles. 6750.00
Call 753-4705.
1973 HONDA 450, ex-
cellent condition. 3900




•HOSP1T Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*If ADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
• _ .
1
M Nil X 10 JED
HOLD THE PANCAKE .
47. Motorccles
1975 HONDA XL75 and
1975 Honda XL 100. $375






100 YAMAHA MX 1974
model. Runs like new.
Good condition Call 753-





1974 HONDA 750, lots of




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 4-
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 -4- 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 DATSUN pickup,
excellent condition.














radio, tape, tilt steering
wheel, cruise control,
six-way power seats, all
the extras, luxury, you
can afford. Call 489-2254.
16' ALL METAL Park
Hearst truck bed with
hoist. Bed 2 years old,
price $1,000. Call Dover,
615-232-6221 nights.
1969 FORD VAN, $HOO.
Can be seen 641 South
across from Nesbitts
Fabric Shop.
1971 WHITE TORINO, 4
door, 350 V-8, air con-
dition, automatic, and
power. Call 753-6415.
1965 CHEVY TWO DOOR,
4 on the floor, 327 engine,
body is in good shape.
Call 753-2810.
WALLIS DRUG
Our prices start at $386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready to use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-ons, Patios, Carports. Portable offices, Mini-
cottages, and boat docks. For the Best for Less,
Visit. CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDINGS on Cherry Corner Pottertown Road
(the old Hicks Cemetery Road). Call 753-0984.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1962 CHEVROLET, 2
door, 5 passenger club
coupe, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. Real good
automobile, 6250.00. Can
be seen after 1 p.m., 311
N. 7th.
1958 FORD PICKUP,
must be seen to ap-
















1974 VALIANT 6 cylinder,
4 door, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-8728.
1972 DATSUN 1200, good
condition. Call 753-0364
PRICE REDUCED. 1938






all power, air, radio,
runs good, excellent
second car, $600 or best
reasonable offer. Drop
by 1637 Miller Ave.,
Murray after 5:30 p.m.
075 DODGE CUSTOM
VAN can be seen at 12th
and Chestnut
1969 T BIRD. full power
and air. $900.00, or best
offer. Call 753-8918.
1976 125 YAMAHA EN-
DURO. 44 miles, I week
old. Call 753-7728.
1953 WILLIS PICKUP, 4
wheel drive Can be seen
at Threatts Trailer Ct.,
Almo, Ky.
1171 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, 11,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
1961 FORD PICKUP with
topper fairly rough
$325.00. 354-6691.
1971 VW SQL AREBACK
air conditioned, one




OUT, sleeps 6. Stove,
icebox, lots of extras
Call for details, 489.2716
8' CABOVER CAMPER








Price 6450 Call 4374289,
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904
51 Services Offeff.1
YES, WE ARE GOING to
be hauling hay again







drying. Call 753-5827 or
753-9618.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK




















4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.









aluminum or vinyl ,
awnings. Aluminum"




$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge














struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




When you need swooshes
ectofonerrot or struts, CI us
Oneisisie is also so kao•
hest Vs hese stow.. dewier,
end other cleonIng equfornenr
I. rent, or a you prole, re
will clew your corwets end




















Vernon's Shoe Repair & Saddle












Walk straight to the
and through the door.
Boot & Shoe Repair (While you wait service)
Saddle Repair (all types)
Correction W0 Luggage Repair most types )





Walk straight to the back of the store and
through the door marked repair shop
Olympic Moro 7531105
51 Services Offered










graduate of MSU Music
Department. Call 753-
3973.
WILL DO TYPING, all
kinds. Call 753-3965.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p in
54. Free Column
YOUNG FEMALE house
cat de-clawed and has
shots. Must find good
home. Call 753-0251.
LITTLE GREY striped
kitten about 10 weeks
old Call 753-2299.
55. Wanted
• WANTED SOMEONE TO
share apartment, must
be female. Phone 762-
2993,8-4:30.
PC7_7777,-S4 3033G---X 3 _C=.
Specialize in All Kinds Of
Uniperms For sl 5'
Other kinds of permanents for 510 oo
Roseland White
is starting Thursday 13th at
Riviera Beauty Salon, Trailer 24.





will be dosed from Monday May
24 thru Monday May 31,1976.
We will be closed in order to grant vacations to
our employees and to make alterations to our
shop that will permit us to offer better service to













: :If you're interested in buying a CB or Cor 11:1:




Reg. 139.95 Only $9995
i
1 1 1 1' 1 1 111 1111.11a. tor P.Sell tere. /f 1,414 1 1 .














In Gatesborough Subdivision,this home is
Striking on the outside but even more impressive
on the inside Twelve large rooms, including four
bedrooms and 21/2 baths, two separate heating




Don Terkel 153 1930 Check Sindletr 753 4560
502 Maple 753-4342
1
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The funeral for Tom
Wilkerson of Murray Route
Four will be held Thursday at
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Norman Culpepper,
Rev. John Pippin, and Rev.
Lawson Williamson of-
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
will be soloist with Richard
Jones as accompanist and
Mrs. Patsy Neale as organist.
Pallbearers will be Leo
Erwin, Robert Glen Clark, T.
Clark, Billy Max Paschall,
Bobby Hopper, and Harold
Hopper. Burial will be in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Wilkerson, age 82, died
Tuesday at five a.m. at his
home. He was a member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church and a veteran of World
War I. Born February 3, 1894,
in Graves County, he was the
son of the late Hunter and
Nancy Jones Wilkerson.
The survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Jewel Adams
Wilkerson, Murray Route
Four; three daughters, Mrs.
Fred (Rebecca) Cooper,
Berkley, Mich., Mrs, Sammie
(Iva Nell) Miller, Southfield,
Mich., and Mrs. Ray ( Linda)
Clark, Murray Route Four;
two sons, Lynn Wilkerson,
Chicago, Ill., and Hugh
Wilkerson, Dallas, Texas; one






Final rites for Mrs. Hardin
W. (Martha Frances) Wrye of
Murray Route Eight are being
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Lloyd Perrin and Rev. Jerrell
White officiating and the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Choir, Paul Henderson,
leader, providing the music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Harold Johnson, Danny and
Kevin Wolfe. Gene, Rocky,
and Ricky Wrye. Burial will
be in the Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Wrye, age 74, died
Monday at her home. She is
survived by three daughters,
Mesdames Arthur Minton,
Claud Wolfe, and Harold
Gibbs; one son, Pat Wrye;
five sisters, Mesdames Clovis
Byerly. Etta Dick, Dock
Boggess, James Harrunon,
and Leo Romero; two
brothers, Guy and Rudy
Dunn: eleven grandchildren:
three great grandchildren.
One son, Milburn Wrye, was
killed in action in World War




G. W. -Tidwell of Lynn
Grove, Murray Route One,
died Tuesday at 11:20 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 73 years of
age.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Audie Haneline
Tidwell, Lynn,. Grove; one
daughter, Mrs. Billy (Bron-
zie I Coleman, and one
grandson, Wildie Gene
Coleman, Murray Route One;
one sister, Mrs. Audie Jones,
Mayfield; one brother,
Wendell Tidwell, Norfolk, Va.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for one p.m.
Thursday at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Virgil Blankenship
officiating and music by Gus
Robertson, Jr., and Richard
Jones.
Pallbearers will be Thomas
Dowdy, Michael Overcast,
Max Manning, Basel Smith,
W. L. r Skeet) Haneline, and
Bobby Manning. Burial will be
in the Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
WRONG DATE
The McClurg Family Gospel
Singers from Akron, New
York, will sing at the First
Assembly of God, South 16th
and Glendale: on Thursday,
May 20, instead of Wednesday,
May 19, as announced by the
pastor. Ierry Hendley, who
invites the public to attend.
Loyd P. Jackson, Sr., died
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age, a resident of Route Two,
Dover, Tenn.
The deceased was a retired
sawmill worker. Born April 1,
1911, in Stewart County,
Tenn., he was the son of the
late Gus H. Jackson and Mary
Brokow Jackson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Futrell Jackson;
three daughters, Mrs. Evelyn
Green, Zanesville, Ind., Mrs.
Carry Sue Greene and Mrs.
Ann Ftanchlor, Fort Wayne,
Ind.: step daughter, Miss
Tonni Wallace, Dover, Tenn.;
four sons, Loyd, Jr., and
Timmy Jackson, Dover,
Tenn., Gus Jackson, Markle,
Ind., and Charles Jackson,
Zanesville, Ind.; three
stepsons, Lew D. and Michael
Wallace, Dover, Tenn., and
Richard Whitehead, Cadiz;
one sister, Mrs. Birdie Miller,
and one brother, Theo
Jackson, both of Dover,
Tenn.; several grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
Memorial Chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.,
with Rev. Bryan Russell of-
ficiating, Grandsons are
serving as pallbearers and
burial will be in the Hilltop
Cemetery in the Land Bet-
ween the Lakes.
$44,000 Spent On 'Thumb
Wrestling' Experiments
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department has
spent $44,000 so far for a series
of "assertive awareness"
seminars in which women
employes learn to cope with
their jobs and male bosses by
engaging in Danish thumb
wrestling contests. ----- -
The department's Animal
and Health Inspection Service
began the sessions about 18
months ago. The three-day
seminars involve lectures and
discussions, in addition to the
Danish thumb wrestling.
R.M. Gurley, the agency's
training officer, calls the
program "a leveling process"
and says it is recommended
highly by activist women's
groups throughout the
country. About 220 women
employes of the department
have participated in 11 of the
sessions held so far in
Washington and in various
locations, including
Philadelphia, Atlanta and
Ames, Iowa, he said.
"For the women who are a
little bit on the super-
aggressive, super-hostile side,
it has a leveling process,"
Gurley said Thursday. "For
the ones that are a little shy
and timid and reticent, it
brings them up to a level
where they can communicate
with ... male supervisors."
About Danish thumb
wrestling, Gurley admits "I'm







FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Kentucky Education
Association has -launched a
grassroots drive to win
collective bargaining rights
from various local school
boards.
The state teachers'
organization failed to push
through a collective
bargaining law in the 1976
General Assembly.
Robert Summers, KEA
executive secretary, says the
group still considers a
bargaining law its top priority
for the 1978 legislative session.
But in the meantime, he
said, the idea is to win local
agreements which can be used
to demonstrate to lawmakers
that collective bargaining for






there's no law doesn't seem to
be deterring anybody from
going ahead."
He said local teachers'
groups now have "master
contracts" in seven of the 182
school districts in the state
and bargaining is being
discussed in 13 other districts.
Summers said negotiation
contracts are now in effect in
Jefferson, McCracken, Trigg,
Taylor, Marshall and Letcher
counties and in the Paducah
city school system.







I. C. Roberts Dies
Tuesday Morning
Joseph Carl Roberts of
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Tuesday at 7:30 a. m. at
his home. He was 88 years of
age and a retired farmer.
The deceased was a
member of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints. Born
February 16, 1888, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Frank and Lucy
Willoughby Roberts. He was
married to the former Oche
Green who died July 2, 1965.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. One Wade, and one son,
Cleo Roberts, Buchanan,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Grady
Green, Route Four, Paris,
Tenn.; two grandchildren.
One son, Elroe Roberts, died
December 25, 1966.
The funeral will be held
today at three p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Elder
Curtis Ross officiating. Burial
will be in Point Pleasant
Cemetery.
The funeral for Orvis
Fielder of Murray Route
Eight, former restaurant
owner in Murray, was held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Jack Jones officiating
and Mrs. Bobbie Chrysler
playing the organ.
Active pallbearers were Bill
Osburn, Art Jewel, Max
Barnett, Larry Hurt, Bernice
Wisehart, and Ricky Clark.
Honorary pallbearers were
Ray Ross, Dan Hutson, Lindy
Carr, Hilman Lyons, Thomas
Houston, Ed Thurmond,
Robert 0. Miller, Charles
Coleman, and Quiller Knight.
Burial was in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Fielder, age 58, died
Monday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, Murray Moose Lodge
No. 2011, and a Navy veteran
of World warn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Faye Smith Fielder; parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Fielder,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Harry (Sue) Allison, Murray,
and Mrs. James T. (Virginia)
Nesbitt, Murray Route Three;
one son, Orvis Eugene
Fielder, Osan, Korea; one
sister, Mrs. Mason Thomas,
Murray Route Three; one
brother, James A. Fielder,
Murray Route Eight; seven
grandchildren, Lindy and
Larry Suiter, Doug and Lance
Allison, Eddie Taylor, and
Missy and Lesia Nesbitt.
The funeral services for
Refus Smith of Kirksey Route
One will be held Thursday at
one p. m. at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Bro. Connie ,Wyatt and
Bro. Webb Hall officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Smith, age 68, died
suddenly Monday at four p.
m. at his home. He was a
member of the Mt. Olive
Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hauteen Fulton Smith; four
daughters, Mrs. Betty Lou
Treas, Michigan, Mrs. Mary
Sue Trenholm and Mrs. Gela
Gail Green, Kirksey Route
One, and Mrs. Barbara Marie
Evans, Murray Route Eight;
one son, Hiram B. Smith,
Kirksey Route One; six
sisters, Mesdames Eunice
Wilson, Lois Hughes, Lorene
Clary, Ruby Clary, Audie
Evans, and Hattie Williams;
seven brothers, Brooks,
Kermit, Rudy, Euel, Deston,
Lloyd, and Hayden Smith;
nine grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
STAG NIGHT
The monthly men's stag
night at the Murray Country
Club is scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the clubhouse.
James Dale Clopton is the
chairman and serving with
him on the committee are
Cecil Farris, Henry Fulton
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counties and the city systems
in Covington and Newport.
"I think the activity is going
to increase instead of
decrease," Summers said. .
"Teachers want input in the
areas that affect them."
He said these include




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) —
The commonwealth has been
unable to find proof to back a
bribery charge against former




Smith was indicted by a
Jefferson County grand jury
in December 1974 on a charge
of soliciting a $5,000 bribe
from Schwartz & Speckter
Insurance Agency, allegedly
to get insurance business from
the city of Louisville.
Commonwealth's Atty.
David L. Armstrong moved
Tuesday to dismiss the
bribery indictment of Smith,
who was special counsel to
Mayor Harvey Sloane at the
time of the alleged incident
and had been Sloane's cam-
paign manager the previous
year.
Armstrong said the indic-
tment did not "show that
Mayor Sloane had either
received the money or that the
money was given with the
mayor's knowledge -of and
consent to the illegal pur-
pose."
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)humb wrestling as "two
people interlocking fingers
and then trying to pin each
.ther's thwnbs."
Gurley said the sessions
have averaged about 20
women each. He said the cost
the government for paying
salaries and other expenses of
qualified outside instructors
)(as been $44,000, or about $200
per employe.
The program has prompted
requests from agency
managers for more of the
sessions and the training has
developed into "a very, very
strong item at this point,"




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Continental Trailways was
scheduled to resume bus





spokesmen said Tuesday that
striking employes ratified a
new contract, ending a strike
that halted service May 1. •
Terms weren't disclosed.
Workers were to return to
their jobs about 6 a.m. today
and buses were to leave
Indianapolis and Birmingham
for Louisville on schedule, the
spokesman said.
The strike involved about
300 drivers, ticket agents,


















The government's refusal to
lift its ban on the artifical
sweetener cyclamate leaves
the calorie-conscious con-
sumer with new alternatives
The only other artificial
sweetener on the market,
saccharin, also is under study
as a potential health hazard
and natural sugars such as
those in corn syrup have just
as many calories as the
powdered, table variety.
The Food and Drug
Administration banned
cyclamates in 1969 after
questions were raised about
the possibility of a link bet-
ween the synthetic sweetener
and cancer. Studies since then
Prior *I deck of local edema at noon
MT, Way, bratthed to the Ledger &
limos by Pint et carp, or
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— I LAND  IN DO6PA7O-4
—GRAB A PRE n Y GIRL—AND
BRING HER BACK 
OF couRse
With Few
have failed to prove or
disprove the danger theory,
but the FDA said last week
that it did not want to take any
chances and would not rescind
its ban.
Cyclamates are about 30
times sweeter than sugar.
Saccharin, in use for almost
100 years, is 300 times sweeter
than sugar, but some people
claim it leaves an unpleasant
aftertaste.
• A 1971 report linked sac-
charin to possible cancer in
rats and a year later the FDA
imposed limits on its use,
designed to make sure no one
consumed more than one
gram a day. A committee
organized by the National
Research Council of the
National Academy of Sciences
reported earlier this year that
a lengthy study failed to
provide conclusive evidence of
danger.
The FDA is awaiting further
research and no final decision
on saccharin is expected
before next year. Meanwhile,
the restrictions remain.
According to the U.S.
Agriculture Department,
Americans consumed about 5
million pounds of saccharin
last year, down 10 per cent
from 1974. That translates into
750,000 tons of sweetness.
On a per capita basis, LL.S.,
saccharin consumfition
worked out to a sugar
sweetness equivalent of seven
pounds. In the same year, per
capita sugar consumption was
just about 90 pounds, down'
from 97 pounds in 1974.
High prices and calorie-
counting encouraged
Americans to search for
alternatives to granulated













recently and conswnption is
up — about 27 pounds per
capita in 1975, compared to 18
pounds in 1974.
Nutrition experts at the
Food and Drug
Administration say table
sugar has about 15 calories
per level teaspoon, about 342
grams. It is a mixture of two
simple sugars, glucose and
fructose.
Other sweeteners — honey,
fruit sugars and corn syrup —
have about the same number
of calories. Natural or refined,
they are all sugars.
The different sugars do have
different characteristics,
making some more suitable
for manufacturing uses than
others and affecting the way
they are digested. For
example, there are dif-
ferences in the moisture
content, in the amount needed
to produce a certain level of
sweetness and in the way the
body breaks down the sugar.
Another sweetener you may
see listed on the labels of some
products is sorbitol.
Technically, sorbitol is not a
sugar; it's a sugar alcohol. It
has the same number of
calories as sugar, provides
what the nutritionists call a
"cool" taste and is absorbed
more slowly by the body than
regular sugar.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
IS, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 431 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 higher Sows Steady to .50
higher
L'S 1.2200-230 lbs  149.50-4971.
US 1-3 MO-2401bl 14900-4950
US 2-4 240-260 !be 143.00-49.00
US 3-4 230-230 lbs.  147.00-45.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . 039.50-40.50
US 1-3 300-450 Itn  14000-41.00
US 1-3 4504550 lbs. 140 50-41.50 few 42.00











































































































Carter Campaigns Tuesday In
Lexington; Udall Sets Stops
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Jimmy Carter was the first of
three Democratic presidential
hopefuls returning to put the
finishing touches on their
Kentucky campaigns before
the state's primary next
Tuesday.
Arizona Congressman
Morris Udall scheduled a
Louisville news conference
today and planned to be back
for a long weekend in the
Bluegrass State.
SAN ANTONIO—Airm-
an James A. Berry, whose
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph N. Berry of 1108
Berry Lane, Murray, has
been assigned to Lowry
AFB, Colo., after com-
pleting Air Force basic
training. During the six
weeks training at
Lackland AFB, Tex., the
airman studied the Air
Force mission,
organization and customs




specialized training in the
supply field. The airman, a




Wallace plans to visit several
Kentucky cities Friday and
8Saturday.
Carter stopped Tuesday in
Lexington enroute to
Michigan. The main events
were a rally at the Fayette
County Courthouse and a
television interview at WLEX.
Carter expects primary
wins to give him 1,000 national
convention delegates "even
before we get to California,
Ohio and New Jersey," he told
the courthouse gathering.
Carter said that if he is
elected, he intends to
reorganize the executive
branch of government, and
that people shouldn't vote for




He said he has no specific
plans, though, and can't
foretell exactly what the
.changes would be.
The former Georgia
governor also pledged to
change the tax structure,
calling the current one •'a
disgrace to the human race."
Workers earning less than
$10,000 a year currently pay a
higher proportion than those
earning $1 million, he said.
-The surest thing to be
taxed is manual labor," he
said. "It's not right and it's not
fair."
Carter made passing
i•eference to a heckler who
shouted such things as "What
do you believe in besides
peanuts?"
"As you have noticed from
the loud voice t on my left,
some of my opponents have
run basically a negative
campaign," the candidate
said.
In the television interview,
Carter said his energy
program would stress coal
and solar energy 'while de-
emphasizing dependence on
oil and using atomic power
"only as a last resort, with
strict safety measures."
"In the last year we have
spent one hukired times as
much for atoll& energy as we
have for solar. I'd like to see a
radical shift to that," Carter
said.
He said he supported strict
enforcement of mine safety
regdlations and cited the need
for "remedial legislation."
And he said he wouldn't
favor raising tobacco price
supports any higher than the
cost of production.
He said he would have
signed a bill—vetoed by
President Ford last
year—raising tobacco sub-
sidies to $1.06 a pound "if
production costs were $1.06...
If it was determined that
production costs were 96 cents
I wouldn't have signed it."
Carter's biggest challenger
in Kentucky is expected to be
Wallace, who is scheduled to
stop in Bowling Green Friday
and in Owensboro, Covington
and Louisville Saturday.
Udall scheduled an airport
news conference in Louisville
at noon today and his cam-
paign headquarters said he
would be in the state again
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
A spokesman said details of
the weekend trip probably
would be announced Thur-
sday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1,
no change.
Below dam 304.3, up 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 314.8, up 0.2.
Sunset 8:00. Sunrise 5:46.
Secretary of the Kentucky Department of Justice John L Smith sits at Gov. Julian
Carroll's side at the press conference in which the governor appointed Smith acting
commissioner of the Bureau of Corrections. Smith replaced Charles I. Holmes as com-
missioner in a revamping of the state's entire corrections system.
71r4C/1.,C.AH Downtown Msnnens 11
- Crossroads_ ,
MAttlEID: On The Square












IVArtWOVIAI Open Nights & Sundays
Price
A SPRING AND sursiSit R f ishion show was presented recently by the young ladies
who have completed a s,i oeek modeling course at the Art Craft Modeling studio.
Models were provided by Sandy Coleman's Twirling Academy and spring fasicins were
from the Lad & Lassie. Young ladies completing the course were, left to right, front
row, Tabethia Johnson, Robin Westerman, Meg Parrish, Shelly Morgan, Allison Carr,
Michelle Spann, Stephanie Crisp, Buffy Stokes and Mel Jackson. Back row, Lisa Cun-
ningham, Carol Spann, Wanda Williams, Michelle Harris, Tammy Hutson, Stacy Am-
mons and Tammy Garland.
Compromise Measure Ending
Natural Gas Controls Moving
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new compromise bill is
moving in the Senate to end
federal price controls on some
natural gas and allow prices to
consumers to rise gradually.
Congress has been
deadlocked on the issue. The
Senate voted last October to
phase out interstate price
ceilings on natural gas but the
House voted in February to
continue the controls on major
producers.
On Tuesday, the Senate
Commerce Committee sought '
to break this impasse by
voting 16-1 in favor of a
compromise that would retain
some price controls while
eliminating others.
Although there were
varying predictions of how the
measure would affect con-
sumer prices, committee
aides said that at the very
least, it would mean 10 to 15
per cent higher bills per year
to those who use natural gas to
heat their homes.
The new bill was given a
good chance of Senate passage
primarily because it has the
backing of a number of former
opponents of gas deregulation,
including committee chair-
man Warren Magnuson, D-
Wash., and Sen. Ernest F.
Hollings, D-S.C. •
Hollings said, "What we
have always tried to do is
make some incentive for the
drilling of gas at a fair price to
bring it on the market and
protect the consumers. I think
this compromise will do the
trick."
Gas shipped in interstate
commerce is now regulated at
about 52 cents per 1.000 cubic
feet.
The new bill provides that:
—The price limits would be
raised to $1.60 per 1,000 cubic
feet for newly drilled onshore
gas sold in interstate markets
and to $1.35 per 1,000 cubic feet
for newly drilled offshore gas
sold in the same markets.
Provision would be made for
further hikes based on in-
flation.
—The limits on new onshore
gas would be removed entirely
by 1983 while new offshore gas
would remain under federal
price controls.
All "old" gas, which is gas
from wells drilled before last
Jan. 1, would remain under
the 52-cent price lid.
-L-Gas sold within the same
state in which it was produced
would continue to be
unregulated.
Martha Mitchell Said
Sick And Without Funds
NEW YORK (AP) — In her
heyday, Martha Mitchell was
a celebrity whose barbed
opinions on politics and
personalities were easily
volunteered and widely
reported. "Good fun and
games," her husband, Atty.
Gen, John Mitchell said at the
time.
But the family's fortunes
turned sour. Mitchell was
convicted in the Watergate
scandal, the couple separated
in 1973 and on Tuesday, Mrs.
Mitchell was described by her
lawyer as "desperately ill,
without funds and without
friends."
The lawyer, William C.
Herman, told State Supreme
Court Justice Manuel Gomez
that Mrs. Mitchell owes nearly
$10,000 on her Fifth Avenue
cooperative apartment. He
said bills are also due for an
ambulance, a wheelchair,
groceries, and Consolidated
Edison, which he said has
threatened to turn off her
electricity.
Mrs. Mitchell, whose broad
smile, Arkansas drawl and
Princess telephone were part
of her "Give-em-hell"
trademark, asked the court to
force her estranged husband
to pay $36,000 in back alimony.
Herman told the court that
since September Mitchell had
not paid $1,000-a-week in
temporary alimony awarded
to Mrs. Mitchell pending her
suit for separation, and that
Mitchell doesn't deny he is
behind in the payments.
He said Mitchell has
received a $50,000 advance on
a book he is writing about
Watergate. Mitchell has
appealed a conviction for
obstruction of justice, con-
spiracy to obstruct justice and
making false statements in
connection with the Watergate
scandal.
But the former attorney
general's lawyer, Margaret
Shaw, argued that her client
has no money. "He is rooming
on borrowed funds," she said,
though acknowledging he had
received the book advance.
Miss Shaw said Mrs.
Mitchell, on the other hand,
refuses to sell the 14-room
cooperative or return Mit-
chell's books and records
Herman claimed that
Mitchell wants Mrs. Mitchell
to sell the apartment so he can
use the money to put her in a
nursing home.
"This just isn't so," said
Miss Shaw.
Mrs. Mitchell returned to
her apartment last Friday
after treatment for a broken
arm. She had been treated
earlier this year at another
hospital for a painful bone
cancer.
Known for her charming
ways, outspoken opinions,
Mrs. Mitchell was highly
visible during the Nixon
Administration. Republican
Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois,
Democratic Sen. J. William
Fulbright of Arkansas, school
busing and the press all felt
the lash of her tongue.
After the Watergate affair
began to unravel, she blamed
then-President Richard M.
Nixon and said he should
resign. Later, she attacked
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Beautiful color pictures develop before your eyes in
minutes. Fits comfortably in the palm of your hand.
Weighs only 16 ounces. Uses SX-70 film and con-






Relieves premenstr nsion, eases men-
straul cramps.
'East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
A " f I
Stop, Shop
and Save












Choice of Family Size 11 or. Lotion or Family
Size 7 oz. Tube



























36 Self Sharpening Surgical Steel blades. Twice as
many as ever before. No nicks, no cuts, razor close.






designed for the entire faintly 606 watts














3 Cubes, 12 Flashes
Sale $1 46
Flash Cubes





Jied a few minutes at a time and you will get
the slim, attractive figure, you've always
dreamed of, attach it to a door knob
an ywhere
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Prices good through Tuesday May 25tti. ni Murray. Limit
right reserved. Copyright 1976. The Kroger Company
FAMILY PAR, 3 TO 5 LBS
Pork Steaks  LB $129
wiEDium
Spare Ribs .   LB
WHOLE.— ., gOlt B.B.Q )











ONCE AGAIN THE PRICE PATROL PROVES
~le IS nit GROCERY PRICE MDR





U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICE BONE IN
Rump Roast










US GOV GRADED CHOICE
$Si 18 Rib Steak LB 158
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DEL MONTE DEL MONTE
Tomato Sauce 5$C3IS 41 Green Peas
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towards the purchase of a 10 lb bag
RED POTATOES





















Eierything you buy at Ni.
ger is guaranteed for your
total satisfaction regardless
of manufacturer 11 you are
not satslied. Kroger wrIIre
place your item with the
same brand or a comparable
brand or refund your put
chase price.
al10 guaraotte that firt MIN 441 everytItng iv OW
Is ha,, a1491. tupOliOs of oil advertised
;Wills on nor shelves when you strop Tor them if
Owe to coodittont beyond our control. me roll Out It an
Adverb red special et will %utast ITote the same aeon
,s a comparable brand (*hen such an item is
available) reflection the 44444 V81111(4 or. 11 1011
vete,. g,ye ,440 a -lain Chet4" railsrcli 'Polities you to
!hi same advertised seeciai at the sanhe special price
any tame oath.. NI days
THIS COUPON WORTH
20c CASH
towards the purchase at a 3 lb bag
of
YELLOW ONIONS
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KROGER DELUXE
MAC 'II CHEESE DINNERS°
Geed r IRlh than COur)011 limit ono Geothrough Tuesday May 25th
U.S GOY ' GRADED CHOICE
Top Round   LB










U.S GOV'T GRADED CHOICE BONELESS
Round LB
U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE. ROUND BONE
Shoulder Roast L.


























RICH 'N CHIP COOKIES
With this coupon limit one Good
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Voters May Be Suprised At What Is On Primary Ballot
By 'MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
Some Kentucky voters may
be surprised to learn there's
more on the ballot than a list
of presidential hopefuls when
they go to the polls next
Tuesday.
There are also
mgressional races in four of
the state's seven
congressional districts.
But the congressional races
have received little publicity
alongside the widely heralded
presidential
primary—Kentucky's first.
There's also the fact that all
four incumbent congressmen
are considered likely to get
their party's nomination.
• Only one race looks as if it
could be a battle—the 3rd
District contest which two-
term incumbent Romano
Mazzoli faces a stiff challenge
from Louisville 7th Ward
Alderman James Lawrence.
The 42-year-old Lawrence
has the support of several
anti-busing leaders and has
attacked Mazzoli for his
failure to take a strong enough
stance against court-ordered
Losing for purposes of school
&segregation.
Philip Verson Baker is the







They are Denzil Ramsey,
principal of Jesse Stuart High
School, and Shirley Murray, a
housewife who ran un-
successfully last year as an
independent candidate for
alderman.
The incumbent with the
least opposition is 6th District
Rep. John Breckinridge. He is




Privett hopes to score an
upset victory over the two-
term incumbent.
Whoever wins the 6th
District Democratic primary'
is guaranteed a seat in the
U.S. House, since no
Republicans have entered the
race.
Fifth District Rep. Tim Lee
Carter is being challenged by
two other Republicans for his
party's nomination.
One of them. Elmer Begley
Jr., a coal miner from Hyden,
ran a strong race in the 1975
Republican primary for
governor, although he lost to
Robert Gable. The other
candidate is Thurman Hamlin
of London.
Five Democrats are seeking
their party's nomination in the
5th District—Cumberland
College Professor Charles
Smith, Lyle Willia of Corbin,
Nick Augusta of Cumberland,
Hubert Leslie Marcum of
Manchester and Jesse M.
Ramey of Waynesburg.
The 7th District primary
will see a relative newcomer.
Ray Adkins of Whitesburg,
challenge the dean of Ken-
t uck y 's congressional
delegation, Carl Perkins.
Perkins was first elected to
Congress in 1948.
Adkifis ran unsuccessfully
for the - Democratic
nomination for secretary of
state in the 1975 primary.
Granville Thomas is alone




Hubbard in the 1st District;
William Natcher in the 2nd




Hubbard seems assured of
reelection to a second term
next November. His op-
position will be the winner of
the Republican primary in the
1st District— which is heavily
Democratic.
Facing each other in the
GOP primary are Arthur Lee
McLaughlin of Sacramento
and Bob Bersky of Sturgis.
The 66-year-old Natcher
faces no primary opposition,
but will have a fight this
November • from the unop-
posed GOP nominee, state
Sen. Walter Baker of Glasgow.
Republican incumbent
Snyder also may have a stiff
fight in the fall if Covington
attorney Ed Winterberg wins
the Democratic nomination.
He is running in the
Democratic primary against
George. Clarke Martin of
Anchorage.
Here's a bit of history.
Originally, berries, fruits and
small game were all the food
that primitive man had. Not
until the discovery of fire and
stone weapons did man obtain
large game as a source of
meat. And it wasn't until 8,000
B. C. that man learned to
domesticate animals and
raise crops.
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•Coots and Soothes your
child's throat
•long Lasting relief of


















Pain Relieveraced.: 60 Tablets
nri '1,58 VALUE

























"Faster To Your Headache
Better For Your Stomach!"
36 Tablets
'1.08 VALUE























Mrs. Mark Parker received the'
Mother's Day Cake given away by the
Southside IGA. The cake was decorated
in the store and presented by Tommy








Ir.- STORE *SELECTIONrices qood thru Tuesday, May 25, 1976. Quantity Rights Reser
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(2) SMOOTH 18 oz 
PEANUT BUTTER - 77`
KEEBLER•COOKIES 14 oz.
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Twenty-Two Seniors To Receive
Diplomas At Farmington May 27
Twenty-two seniors at
Farmigton High School will
receive diplomas during
Commencement exercises
at 8 p m. Thursday, May 27.
Jerry Ainley, teacher at
Reidland High School and a
former Farmington
teacher, and Rev Torn
Wright, minister at the
First .Christian Church of
Mayfield, will be the
Commencement speakers.
There will he no Bac-
calaureate services at the
school.
Elaine Cochrum,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Cochrum, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, is valedictorian
of this year's graduates
Her point standing is 98.8
Her activities during her
high school career include
membership in the Beta
Club, the Future Business
Leaders of America, the
Annual staff, the school
newspaper staff, the junior
and senior class plays,
president of her senior
class, and election as Most
Dependable Senior and a
Senior Who's Who.
Her awards include the
following: third place in the
region for Original Project
in the FBLA, first place in
the Soil Conservation essay
contest, fourth place in the
Science Fair, Who's Who
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Gail Faughn, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
Faugen, Rt. 1, Farmington,
is salutatorian at Far-
mington. Her point stan-
ding is 98.77.
Her activities include.




officer in her junior and
sophomore classes, Junior-
Senior play cast, and
named Senior Who's Who
and Most Likely to Succeed.
Her awards include
third place in the regional
Jr. Clerk-Typist in FBLA,
second place in the regional
FBLA Parliamentary
Procedure Contest, fourth
place in the state FBLA
Parliamentary Procedure
Contest, third place in the
Soil Conservation Essay




Contest, Who' Who Among
American High School
Students, and membership
in the Society of
Distinguished American
High School Students.
She plans to attend
Murray State University.
According to Farmington
















Riley, Phillip Sims, and
Steven Smith.
No county in the ralion
produces more coal ihan
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electric start, 7 h.p


































































A warning is going out to
gardeners across America as
they prepare for their annual
war on the insect world.
Make sure your insecticide
sprayguns don't backfire and
remove you instead of the
bugs and worms from your
garden.




with sprays, powders, pastes
and other substances con-
cocted to take the sting out of
gardening.
There are at least 45.0110
pesticide products to choose
from and most of them can
also harm man if handled
improperly. Care must be
Liken in administering even
the mildest of insecticides, the
safety experts said.
The first recommended step
toward safe use of pesticides
is to read the label to make
sure you are buying the right
product for the task you want
to accomplish. Also note the
degree of danger in using the
substance. Poisons generally
come in four grades of
toxicity, which under Federal
law must be clearly indicated
on the label. The four
classifications are:
1. Highly toxic — labeled as
.  •
A Warning To Insect Battlers
DANGER-POISON ac-
companied by a skull and
crossbones. Recommended
antidotes are included along
With instructions to call a
physician immediately if
swallowed and to "keep out of
reach of children."
2. Moderately toxic --
bearing the world WARNING
on the label but with no an-
tidote statement. The ad-
monition to keep out of the
reach of children is included.
.3. Low order of toxicity —
this calls for the word
CAUTION, with no antidote
statement but a warning to
keep out of the reach of
children.
4. Comparatively free from
danger — No warning, caution
or antidote statement is
required but "keep out of the
reach of children" must be
included. Any unqualified
claim of safety is not ac-
ceptable to the Federal
government.
Once you are ready to fire
away with an insecticide,
follow the instructions to the
letter, using only the amount
recommended in the manner
stipulated. The U.S. Depar-
tment of Agriculture warns
-4hat an overdosage is
wasteful; it will not kill any
more insects and it can harm
plants.
The National Safety Council
suggests that both user and
family should be aware of first
aid measures called for in an
insecticide accident. It also
recommends emptying and
flushing sprayers after each




pesticides should never be
poured down the sink or into
the toilet bowl, for they can
interfere with the operation of
septic tanks or pollute
waterways.
Safety experts set forth
these additional recom-
mendations:
—Dilute or mix spray s
outdoors or in Well-ventilated
place, keeping your face
averted when opening the
container.
—Never use your mouth to
blow out clogged lines, nozzit-
tips or siphons or sprays.
—Do not smoke while using
pesticides and try not to inhale
mists or dusts. Never spray
into the wind. If you get in-
secticides in your eyes, flush
them with water for 15
minutes and then see a doctor
—Avoid contaminating
streams, lakes or ponds. Do
not apply pesticides while
bees and other polinating
insects are visiting plants.




clothing at once and bathe
thoroughly with soap and
water. Wash face and hands
after using pesticides,
Another word of caution''
Spare the "good guys" of the
big world—ladybugs and
praying mantises for
example—that can do the
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Tiffany Tumblers  8 oz. 3/89'
Scot Lad Peaches ...... 01. 48C
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